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ABSTRACT 

As a skill, ethical decision making requires cultivation through training and 

practice However, for Department of Defense acquisition employees. ethical training has 

been more of an orientation to legal requirements and restrictions, than as a guidance for 

learning how to make ethical decisions. Although legal parameters of acceptable behavior 

and theoretical discussion of ethics arc necessary to provide a foundation for a well

developed system of ethics, they do not provide practical approaches to ethical dilemmas 

from narratives collected in interviews. this study identifies common ethical 

dilemmas faced by Department of Defense acquisition employees ami analyzes the decision 

processes used to resolve the dilemmas_ The narratives have been complied into 

acquisit ion ethical case studies, which can be used to supplement anr.! tailor current 

Department of Defense ethics training 
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I. INTNODUCUON 

A. GENERAL 

Ethical decision making is a learned skill, not an innate talent It requi res first, the 

ability to distinguish right from wrong, and then the commitment to do what is right 

(Josephson, \993) A~ a skill, ethical decision making requires cultivation through training 

and practice. However, for Department of Defense (DOD) acquisition employees, ethical 

training has been more of an orientation 10 legal requirements and restrictions, than a 

guidance for learning hillv to make ethical decisions Although legal parameters of 

acceptable behavior and theoretical discussion of ethics are necessary to provide a 

foundation for a well-developed system of ethics, they do not provide practical approaches 

to ethical dilemmas, This study and analysis of actual ethical decision making wiU identify 

successful techniques which can be taught and practiced 

B. BACKGROUND 

Many attempts have been made to ensure that the ethical environment of Government, 

particularly in the acquisition workplace, is one of high standards A primary means of 

such allempts has been legislative, which generally focuses on lists offorbidden behavior 

and the legal consequences for violations of the legislative directives. The DOD Joint 

Ethics Regulation (JER) represents current eHarts to facilitate ethical decision making by 

all DOD employees. Its slated purpose is to provide a" single source of standards of 

ethical conduct and ethics guidance. "(JER,p. 1) Additionally, the JER includes the 

Procurement Integrity Act provisions from Section 27 of the Office of Federal 

Procurement Policy Act which apply specifically to acquisit ion employees 

The Procurement Integrity Act of 1988, which represents the cornerstone of 

acquisition legislation, follows the trend of "thou shalt nots." Prohibited conduct under 

tbe ProCllrement Tntegrity Act includes' uffer or acceptance ufbribcs, emplo}~ncnt with 

commercial beneficiaries of Government contracts, participation in acquisit ion decisions 

for companies in which one has a financial interest, and the actual or appearance of 

conflicts of interest (FAR, Part 3 \04) Standards of Conduct and Codes of Ethics have 

tended to offer broader guidelines than the legal restrictions, but they have also 



emphasized forbidden behaviors, rather than the decision making process for resolving 

ethical dilenunas 

Despite the wide range of ethical issues addressed by the JER and the Procurement 

Integrity Act, prior research at the Naval Postgraduate School has identified a need for a 

standardized ethics training curriculum which addresses acquisition issues to improve 

decision making skills for DOD acquisition employees (Quatroche, J 987; Wical. 1994). In 

A Model Ethics Frameworkjor the Navy Field COlltracting System Work Force, 

Quatroche recommends simplified standards tailored to contracting functions, reinforced 

by training which incorporates case studies and ongoing communication on ethical issues 

in the acquisition workplace More recently, A ModeJ Ethics Program jor a Department 

of Defens<: COnlrar.:ting Office (Wical, 1994) suggests that a "code of contracting ethics" 

be compiled to support a stamlardi7ed contracting office ethics training program 

This thesis will continue the research progression from the general definition of an 

acquisition ethics program to development of a specific program element. Quatroche 

defines four elements for a contracting ethics program Policy, Controls. Training and 

Policy, and Audit (Quatroche, 1987, p_52) . Wical identifies the important ethics program 

elements and issues in a contracting ethics program as (I) a "Code of Contracting Ethics" 

assimilated with the DOD Standards of Conducts into a single Code of Conduct, (2) 

Internal Controls, (3) Quarterly Training, and (4) Internal/Extemal Auditing (Wical, 1994, 

p.65) _ Quatroche and Wical have each provided the framework for an acquisition ethics 

program_ Identification and analysis of ethical dilemmas faced by acquisition employees 

will add to that framework and link ethical standards to practical application in decision 

making 

C. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 

rhe research will identifY common ethical dilemmas faced by DOD acquisition 

employees and analyze the decision processes used to resolve the dilemmas. Resolution of 

these dilemmas will be examined in terms of the decision making skills used by tile 

acquisition employee, the ethical values referenced, whether personal or organizational, 

and the consequences of the decision made to resolve the dilemma Compilation of the 



and the consequences ofthe decision made 10 resolve the dilemma Compilation of the 

dilemmas will form the basis fo r acquisition ethical case studies which can be used to 

supplement and tailor current DOD ethics training The case studies will consist of 

narratives collected from DOD acquisition employees with accompanying analysis o f the 

ethical di lemmas and a discussion of the decision making proccsses used to resolve the 

ethical dilemmas 

D. RESEARCH QUESTJOl"lS 

The thesis research wi ll answer the following Primary and Subsidiary quest ions 

I. Primary 

What are common ethical dilemmas faced by DOD acquisition employees and 
how might these ethical dilemmas be resolved? 

2. Subsidiary 

a. What are some of the decision making processes used by acquisition 
employees 10 resolve ethical dilenmlas? 

b \\lmt can be learned fiom literature on managerial ethics that can 
provide both theoretical understanding and actual recommendations for managing ethical 
dilemmas in the DOD acquisition process? 

c. What enhancements to existing ethical training frameworks can be 
recommended based on bOLh literature and specific ethical diJenunas identified in this 
research? 

d. What is the perceived adequacy of the Joint Ethics Regulation (JER) as 
a guideline Jor resolution of ethical dilemmas faced by DOD acquisition 
employecs? 

E. SCOPE 

1. Type of Data 

This research will be descrip tive, providing a compilation ofpcrsonal narratives 

about ethical dilemmas. The data, personal narratives, were gathered from DOD 

acquisition employees; personal interviews have been deemed to be the most appropriate 

means of collecting these data. As this research is concerned with the perceptions, 

feelings, and attitudes of DOD acquisition employees, analysis of the narratives will be 

from a qualitative perspective, focusing on the process of ethical decision making 



2. Source of Data 

rhe source for the data was primarily Navy contracting activities The heads of 

contracting officcs have specifically been targeted as it is expected that they have the 

broadest perspective of the acquisition workplace and are able to identify di lemmas which 

arc "typical." 

F. LL\fITATIONS 

1. Type of Data 

The definition of "ethical dilemma" varies from individual to individual Due to 

this subjectivity of the data, it is not intended that this research will identify the full range 

of possible dilemmas 

2. Source of Data 

Time and funding constraints limited the size of the research sample No attempts 

were made to randomly sele,,'1 research participants. As described in the Scope section 

above, the participants were pre-selected. Therefore, due to the purposive sampling 

method of collecting the data, the ability to generalize the results of this research will be 

decreased 

G. KEY DEFfNITIO'SS AND TERMS 

I Acquisition - refers to the entire process ofa(;quiring supplies or services, 
beginning with the identification of a requirement and including the awarding 
of contracts to meet the requirement (FAR, Part 2.1 0 1) 

2 Contracting - the purchasing, rent ing, leasing or otherwise 
obtaining supplies or services (FAR. Part 2 10 1)' For the purpose 
of this thesis, the terms Procurement, and Purchasing, will be 
used synonymously with Contracting. 

3 Ethics - standards of conduct which indicate ~ one should behave based 
on moral duties and virtues arising from principles about right and wrong 
(Josephson, 1993) 

4 Values - the various beliefs and attitudes which determine how a person 
~ behaves. This tenn embraces the filll range of beliefs and desires that 
motivate behaviors. "Some values concern ethics because they pertain to 
beliefs as to what is right and wrong Most values do not." (Josephson, r 8) 



5 Cude of Ethics vs. Code of Cond uct - if ethics is a system of 
beliefs about right and wrong, a code of ethics should he a list of 
beliefs, not a list ofmles and regulations about behavio r A code of 
conduct would more properly be the title of a list of rules about 
behavior." (Coates. 1993, p. 35) The distinction between the two is 
seldom made in practice; for the purpose of this thesis, codes of 
ethics wi!! be differentiated from codes of conduct 

G Ethical Dilemma - A situation caused by a conflict of values, requiring a 
person to decide on one course of action over another course of action 

H. RESEARCH METllOD 

A thorough survey of the literalure was performed, starting with related Naval 

Postgraduate School research. Theoretical discussions of ethics were examined to provide 

a foundation for review of applied them y, ethics legislation, and ethical training 

The type of data collected were personal narratives which the researcher recorded 

and laler analyzed Data were collected by means of on-site interviews at several Navy 

contracting activities The purpose of the interviews was to ident ifY (I) common ethical 

dilemmas faced by DOD acquisition employees, and (2) the decision process used to 

resolve the dilemmas. Chapter IV provides additional information on the design and intent 

of the research method 

T. ORGANIZATION OF STUDY 

This thesis discusses eOllllnon ethical dilemmas as identified by DOD acquisition 

employees. Analysis of the decision making used to resolve the dilemmas formed the basis 

of case studies to he used in an ethical training curriculum. Chapter I has defined the 

purpose, need, and specific research questions to be addressed. Chapters II through VII 

will set forth the conduct of the study 

Chapter II, Background, summarizes acquisition legislation relating to ethics 

Chapler rn, Literature Review, presents an overview of journal articles, reports, 

studies, and research on ethics in Government acquisition and business ethics in civilian 

industry The li terature review will also discuss issues in training ethical decision making 

Questions to be addressed in Chapter III are 

I How does the literature define ethics'l 
2. Why are ethics important? 



3 How does an individual or an organization institute and maintain an ethical 
environment? 
How is ethical behavior taught? 
\-Yhat are some models for ethical decision making? 

Chapter IV, Research Method, present~ the interview format anrl questions In 

addition, the chapter describes the procedures used in gathering the data - personal 

narratives of ethical dilemmas 

Chapter V, Data Presentation and Analysis, exhibits the personal narrat ives 

collected from the interviews and examines and analyzes the deci~ion making process 

found in the narratives 

Chapter \'1, Ethical Case Studie~, gives an outline for an acquisition ethics 

training module using case studies of the narratives gathered in the research 

Chapter \>11 provides conclusions and recommendation~ resulting from this study, 

as well as suggestions for further research 



n. BACKGKOUND 

A. GENERAL 

This chapter summarizc~ Governmental codes of ethics and codes of conduct As 

defined by Coates, (;Odes of ethics provide statements of beliefs. and codes of conduct list 

rules about beha\ior (Coates, 1993). Such Goverrunental codes have evolved from a 

general recognition of desirable behaviors for Govenunent employees and identification of 

behaviors that should be avoided. Concurrent with the general recognition of desirable and 

undesi rable behaviors has been the fonnulation of legislation which has become the 

primary basis for codes of ethics and codes of conduct in Government 

Legislation aimed at defining and enforcing ethical behavior fOT Government 

employees has directed attention to a set of three core issues which comprise an implicit 

statement of Governmental ethical beliefs. These core is~ues aTe first , the sacredness of 

public trust, secondly, separation of private and public interest, and thirdly, the importance 

of Government employees' avoidance of even the appearance of wrongdoing Numerous 

pieces of legislation have addressed these same issues. and with each new directive, added 

more and more specific restrictions (Shennan, 1991). As "list of rules about behaviors," 

the restrictions have framed codes of conduct in Government 

Acquisition employees, especially contracting officers, have the authority to decide 

where Government dollars go This responsibility lends a significant amount of power to 

acquisit ion employees which must be carefully used. One purpose of acquisit ion 

legislation has been to prevent corruption of that power, through detailed itemization of 

what should and should not be done As a result. members of the DOD acquisition 

workforce face an intimidating mountain ofru1cs, regulations, and statutes which govern 

nearly every aspect of the acquisition function. From the constant stream oflcbrislation 

from Congress, to the comprehensive compilation ofdireClives contained in the f'ederal 

Acquisition Regulation (FAR), and the amplifYing instructions given by the DOD and 

Service-specific supplements, the acquisi tion employee receives detailed instructions. The 



instructions not only direct how the acqui~ition employee is to procure, hut also strive to 

ensure that the acquisition process doe~ not endanger public trust nor give the appearance 

ofunfairnes~ 

B. EARLY LEGISL>\TlON: 1808-1809 

I. Officials !'lot to Benefit 

In 1808, as a result of congressmen using their positions to obtain Governmcnt 

contracts for firms in which they held an interest, a law was passed to include the 

··Officials Not to Benefit" clause in every Government contract. Still required today, the 

contract clause specifically stipulates that no mcmber of congress might bencfit from that 

contract. (Dobler, Bun, and Lee. 1990) 

2. Procurement Act of 1809 

Apparently the 1808 law was not sufficient to discourage abuses of Government 

procurement. Because "graft and favoritism in the award of Government contracts were 

commonplace," Congress passed the Procurement Act of 1809 which required that 

Government purchases be made by competitive bids (Dobler, Burt and Lee, 1(90). Since 

1809, Congress has enacted a multitude of procurement restrict ions which address 

separation of private and puhlic interests One may assume that the Procurement of 1809 

did not entirely eliminate "graft and favoritism" 

c. l<:XECUTIVE ORDER 11222 OF MAY 8,1965 

President Johnson's signing of Executive Order I 1222 laid the foundation for 

Government Ethical Standards of Conduct (Sherman, 1991) The main features of the 

Order were the requirement of all agencies to adopt ethics regu lations and the requirement 

for periodic reporting of financial interests by senior officials , However, the financial 

disclosures did not have to be made public unless the employee's agency had compelling 

reasons to do so (Senate Hearings Report, 1988) 



J'art I - Policy, of the Executive Order, states the importance of gaining and 

keeping public trust 

Each individual oHieer, employee, or adviser of government must help to 

earn and must honor that trust hy his own integrity and conduct in all 
official ac tions (Senate Hearings Repon, 1988, p 259) 

Part II - Standards of Conduct, lists specific prohibited actions The first 

restricted act ion is the receipt of gifts from anyone who 

(1) has, or is seeking to obtain, contractual or other business or 
fi nancial relationships wit h his agency, 

(2) conducts operations or activities which are regulated by his agency; 

0', 
(3) has interests which may be substantially affected by the 

performance o r nonperformance of his official duty 

The next issue addressed is the avoidance of the appearance of wrongdoing 

It is the intent of this section that employees avoid any action, whether or 
not specifically prohibited ... , which might result in or create the 
appearance of, 
(I) using public office fo r private gain, 
(2) giving preferential treatment to any organization or person; 
(3) impeding government efficiency or economy; 
(4) losing complete independence or impartiality of action; 
(5) making a government decision outside official channels; or 
(6) affecting adversely the confidence of the public in tbe integrity of 

the Government (Senate Hearings Report, 1988, pp.259-260) 

Part IV- Reporting of F inancial Interests, requires agency heads, presidential 

appointees, and full-l ime members of committees, boards, or commissions appointed by 

the President, to submit a statement wi th 

( J ) A list of the names of all corporations, companies, . .. nonprofit 
Organizations. and educational or other institut ions, 

(A) with which he is connected as an employee, officer 
consultant; or 

(B ) with which he has any continuing financial interests, ; or 
(C) in which he had any financial interest through the 

ownership of stocks, bonds, or other securities 
(2) A list of the names of his creditors, other than those to whom he 

may be indebted by reason of a mortgage on property which he 
occupies as a personal residence 



(3) A list of his interests in real property or rights in lands, other than 
property which he occupies as a personal residence (Senate Hearings 
Report, 1988, p. 261) 

D. ETHICS DO GOVERNMENT ACT OF 1978 

1. Financial Disclosure 

The Ethics in Government Act of 1978 extended the financial disclosure rules of 

Executive Order I 1222 to the Legislative and Judicial branches of Government It 

requires officials of the Executive, Legislative and Judicial branches of Civil Service grade 

ofGS-Jri and above, or military rank of 0-7 and above, and contracting employees, to 

report annually their financial interests_ In addition, this Act mandated, for the first time, 

that the financial disclosure be made public (Wical, 1994) 

2. Office of Government Ethics 

Title IV of the Ethics in Government Act established the Office ofGovemment 

Ethics (OGE) to ensure compliance with ethics rules throughout the Executive Branch 

(Senate Hearings Report, 1988) As part of its statutory authority, OGE's responsibilities 

include 

- develo ping and interpreting the rules and regulations pertaining to the 
identification, review and resolution of conflicts of interest and ethics 
in the executive branch; 

- monitoring, reviewing and investigating compliance with the financial 
disclosure statement, 

- ordering corrective action on the part of agencies and employees; 
- evaluating the need for changes in conflict of interest laws promulgated 

hy OGE as well as by other agencies 
- providing information on and promoting an understanding of ethical 

standards in executive agencies (Senate Hearings Report, 1988, p. 257) 

Implied in the responsibilities assigned to the OGE is the necessity to "inquire 

into, review, and analyze allegations of wrongdoing, particularly when they relate to high

level officials ., (Senate Hearings Report, 1988, p. 116) 

10 



E.ESTABLISHME~T OF INSPECTOR G-"~l\EH.AL: J97X A:'ID L'J83 

L Inspector General Act of 1978 

Public Law 95-452, Inspector General An of \978, established Offices of 

Inspector General (OIG) within 12 Federal civilian agencies_ Included in their statutory 

purpose is an objective to " .. _prevent and detect u-aud and abuse (I3lue Ribbon 

COlIlmission Repori, 1986, p.142)." The Inspector Gem:ral Act's concurrent enactment 

with the Ethics in Government Act marks 1978 as a year of deep concern about how the 

Government conducts its busines~ 

2. Defense Authorization Act of 19&3 

Under the Defense Authorization Act of 1%3, Public Law 97-252 created the 

Department of Defense Inspector General (DODIG). Responsibilities assigned to the 

DODIG focus more directly on fraud, waste, and abuse issues than do the responsibilities 

or the civilian DIGs. Four subsections of Public Law 97-252. Title XI dclineate nonIG's 

role in combating fraud, waste, and abuse 

(4) Investigate fraud, waste and abuse uncovered as a result of other 

The reason for the increased emphasis on fraud, wa.~te, and abuse may have been a 

func·tion of increased Congressional concern in the five years interval flom its enactment 

of the Inspector General Act of 1975 Or, it may have been simply the need to protect the 

resources flowing through the Department of Defense, which holds the largest portion of 

the Federal budget. In either case, the eSl.ablislullent of the DODIG represented another 

legislative attempt to enforce ethical behavior 
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F. DEFENSE AUTHORIZATIOS ACT OF 1985 

Public Law 99- 145 under the Defense Authorization Act of 1985 sought to limit 

the "revolving door" of employment between Defense and private indust!), . It required 

fanner Government personncllo report any employment with a defense contractor that 

they accepted within two years of thei r leaving Government service This public law also 

restricted discussions about employment opportunities between a contractor and any 

Government employee who has perfonncd a procurement function relating to that 

contractor's contract (Shennan, 1991) 

Acquisition professionals, in Govenunent or affiliated with private industry, 

recognized the necessity of preventing the lure of fu ture employment from influencing 

procurement decisions However. it was feared that the limitations in post-Government 

employment would negatively impact "the government's ability to attract and retain the 

highly qualified people needed for efficient senior management of defense acquisition" 

(Blue Ribbon Commission Report, 1986, p_25) Whether those fears have been realized is 

beyond the scope of this study, however. it may be assumed that the significant decrease in 

Defense acquisition programs since PL 99- 145 was enacted should have lessened the 

impact of that law 

G. BLUE RIBBOS COMMISSION 1985-1986 

I. Purpose 

President Reagan established the Blue Ribbon Commission on Defense 

Management by Executive Order 12526 on July I S, 1985 (Sherman, 1991). The 

President directed the Commission, chaired by David Packard, to examine the 

management policies and practices of the Department of Defense Specific attention was 

to be given to the acquisit ion process. As ~1ated in the Executive Order the Commission 

1 review the adequacy of the defense acquisition process, including the 
adequacy of the defense industrial base, current law governing Federal 
and Department of Defense procurement activities, departmental 
directives and management procedures, and the exeCUlion of 

acquisition responsibilities within the 11ilitary Departments (Sherman, 
1991, p_34) 
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2. Recommendations 

In ils June 1986 Conduct and Accountability Report to the President, the 

Commission recommended that (1) DOD develop and periodically review the statu~ of 

conduct directives, (2) provide specific guidance for conflict of interest issues, 

employment negotiations, and other acquisition ethical is~e~. and (3) "vigorously 

administer and enforce ethics requirements for all employees" The Commission also 

recorrunended that acquisition personnel be given copies of pertinent standards of conduct 

at least annually. These recommendations later fOlmed the basis of the Procurement 

Integrity Act of 1988 

H. PROCUREMENT INTEGRITY ACT OF 1988 

The Procurement Integrity Act of 1988 arose OUI of the infamous DOD "Ill Wind" 

procurement scandals The May 1988 investigation revealed that senior DOD 

procurement officials and former Government employ(!es, acting as consultants, had 

exchanged competing contractors' information for contract awards (Shennan, 1991) 

Three issues ofpanicular concern came out of the scandal' (I) post-Government 

employment, (2) acceptance of bribes, and (3) disclosure of competing contracting 

information 

Repeating the themes found in earlier legislat ion, Congress, through enactment of 

the Procurement Integrity Act wanted to regain the public truSt, more definitdy separate 

private and public interests of procurement officials, and reemphasize the imponance of 

perceived wrongdoing, As a result, the Act added more detailed stipulations to already 

prohibited conduct 

In addressing the the "revolving door" restrictions given in Public Law 99-145, 

the Act states that no Government procurement official shall knowingly, 

(I) Solicit or accept, diret-11y or indirectly, any promise offu1.ure 
employment or business opportunity from, or engage, directly or 
indirectly, in any discussion offulUre employment or business 

opportunity with., any officer, employee, representative, agent, or 
consultant ofa competing contractor .... (FAR, Pan 3.104.b-l) 

Funhennore, the Act set a two-year moratorium on post-Government employment for 
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procurement officials. This restriction applied to employment with contractors who had 

panicipated in procurement actions in which the procurement official "personally and 

substantially" took part (FAR Part 3.104-3-b3) 

Bribery. another feature of the "Ill Wind" scandal, also receives particular attention 

in the Procurement Integrity Act . Procurement officials, during the conduct ofa 

procurement are directed not to 

Ask for, demand, exact, solicit, seek, accept, receive, or agree to receive, 
directly or indirectly, any money, gratuity, or other thing of value from any 
officer. employee, representative, agent, or consultant of any competing 
contractor for such procurement (FAR, Part 3. I04-b2) 

And fi nally, the procurement employee is directed not to, 

Disclose any proprietary or source selection information regarding such 
procurement directly or indirectly to any person other than a person 
authorized by the head of such agency or the contracting officer to receive 
such information (FAR, Part 3 104-b3) 

I. DOD JOIi'o'T ETHICS REGULATION: 1993 

The DOD Directive 5500.7-R, the Joim Ethics Regulation (JER) consolidates the 

laws, policies, and procedures for Standards of Ethical Conduct for DOD employees 

(Wical, 1994). Consisting oftwclve chapters, the 18S-page regulation addresses such 

issues as travel benefits, conflicts of interest, and political activities. Its stated purpose is 

to provide a ", __ single source of standards of ethical conduct and ethics guidance.. ' 

(JER, p.l) Additionally, the JER includes the "Procurement Integrity Act" provisions 

from Section 27 of the Office of Federal Procurement Policy Act which apply specifically 

to acquisition employees 

The JER presents 14 "General Principles" which begin with a statement of the 

basic obligation of public service and end with a caution against creating the perception of 

wrongdoing 

(I) Public service is a public trust, requiring employees to place 
loyalty to the Constitution, the laws and ethical principles 
above private gain 

(14) Employees should endeavor to avoid any actions creating 
the appearance that they are violating the law or ethical 
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standards set forth in this part 

General Principles (2) through (13) are listed below 

(2) Employees shall not hold financial interests lhat wnfiict 
with the conscientious perfonnance of dUly 

(3) Employees shall not engage in financial transactions using 
nonpuhlic Government information or allow the improper 
use of such information to further any private interest 

(4) An employee shall not, solicit or accept any gift or other 
item of monetary value from any person or entity seeking 
official action from, doing business with, or activities 
regulated by the employee's agency, or whose interests may 
be substantially affected by the performance or 
nonperformance of the employee's duties 

(5) Employees shall put lonh honc~t effort in the performance 
of their duties 

(6) Employees shall not knowingly make unauthorized 
commitments or promises orany kind purporting to hind the 
Government 

(7) Employees shall not use puhlic office for private gain 

(Il) Employees shall act impartially and not give preferential 
treatment to any private organization or individual 

(9) Employees shall protect and conserve Federal property and 
shall not use it fOf otht:f than authorized activities 

(10) Employees shall not engage in outside employment or 
activities, including seeking or negotiating for employment, 
that conflict with official Government duties and 
responsihilities 

(II) Employees shall disclose waste, fraud, abuse, and 
corruption to appropriate authorities 

(2) Employees shall satisfy in good faith their obligations as 
citizens, including all just financial obligations, especially 
those ~-- such as Federal, State, or local taxes --- that are 
imposed by law 

(13) Employees shall adhere to all laws and regulations that 
provide equal opportunity for all Americans regardless of 
race, color. religion, sex, national origin, age, or handicap 
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J. SUMMARY 

Chapter IT has summarized legislation which pertain to ethics, particularly in the 

acquisition workplace. The chronological overview of efforts to define and enforce ethical 

behavior reveals a repetition of core issues, which can be collectively thought of a~ a code 

of ethics for Government employees_ Whether implied or explicitly stated, the core issues 

addressed by ethics legislation are (1) the necessity of gaining and keeping public 

trust, (2) separation of private and public interests, and (3) the importance of avoiding the 

appearance of wrongdoing as well as the \\Tongdoing itself 

Tn general, the laws and Executive Orders have been generated in response to 

scandals or to close loopholes which allowed unethical, but legal behavior. Legislation has 

evolved into more and more detailed directives which attempt not only to correct past 

legal deficiencies but strive to eliminate any elasticity of interpretation As a result, the 

compilation of standards of conduct encompassing the rules, regulations, and statutes 

regarding ethical beha\;or combine to form a very bulky Joint Ethics Regulation 
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m. LrTERATURF. REVIEW 

A. L'II"TRODUCTION 

Coates' ( 1993) distinction between codes of ethics and codes of conduct allows 

one to separate core beliefs about right and wrong (codes of ethics), from directives that 

determine how ethical behavior is practiced (codes of conduct) This separation aHows 

decision makers to analyze ethical dilemmas in terms of ethical values and not just in temlS 

afrules, especially for those situations not addressed by the rules. Chapter IT, 

Background. focused primarily on codes of conduct . This chapter focuses on codes of 

ethics and examines how they define right and wrong, beginning with a discussion of 

traditional ethical theory which presents three views of ethics : absolutistic, utilitarian, and 

humanitarian, Kohlberg's theory of ethical development offers an explanation for what 

motivates people to be ethical Definitions of ethics are then examined fo r their synthesis 

of the ideas given by traditional ethical theory 

Next, an overview of business ethics traccs the evolution of ethical principles, and 

examines how the ethical principles have been implemented through standards of conduct 

From a broad perspective, the DOD acquisition function differs from private business in 

the responsibility to adh"'fe to the principles of an implied Government code of ethics as 

identified in Chapter II ' sacredness of public trust, separation of private and public 

interests, and the importance of Government employees' avoidance of the appearance of 

wrongdoing However at the working level, ethical issues of the DOD acquisition 

function parallel those ofthe commercial purchasing funct ion 

Finally, this chapter ends with a review of Harold F. Gonner's study of ethical 

decision making by Federal public managers. Gonner has identified five factors which 

influence Govenunent manager's decision making law, organizational dynamics, individual 

chamcteristics, professional codes, and philosophical or cultural values (Gonncr, 1991) 

These five factors, along with the ideas found in traditional ethical therory, will be used in 

Chapter v, Data Presentation and Analysis, to analyze data collected in this study 
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B. ETHICS THEORY 

Any discussion of ethics must begin with Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), who 

constructed the Categoncallmperalive theory, and John Stuart Mill (1806-1 873) the 

father of the theory of utilitarianism_ Their two views of ethics represent the extremes of 

ethical theory and provide the parameters for analysis of ethical behavior 

1. Kant's Categorical Imperative and Absolutism 

The Categorical Imperative places the foundation of ethics on the idea of valid, 

absolute moral rules which can be determined by reasoning alone Under the Categorical 

Imperative, for a moral rule to be absolute it must first be logically consistent. ror 

example, a rule which declared apples to be oranges would be logically incon~isten'- The 

second requirement for an absolute moral rule is that it must be a universal truth; in other 

words, it must be II truth that aU persons can follow (Thiroux, 1980), Using lying as a test 

of Kant's Imperative, if one stated, "everyone must lie" as an absolute moral rule it would 

fail under the test of universality because, if everyone foliowed the rule and no one told 

the truth, basic societal functions such as corrununication, and business transactions 

would disintegrate 

Brady uses the term, "formalism" to refer to t raditional religious moral codes as 

well as Kant 's Categorical Imperative. In his analysis of formalism, Brady cites its 

universality as the primary source of its advantages: "a system of known principles, which 

provide direction and stability" (Brady, 1990, p_53), While Kant's Categorical Imperative 

provides for a basic universal core of ethical values, it does not recognize any exceptions 

to the absolutes, nor does it address conflicts between two equally absolute rules 

(Thiroux,1980) . Due to the inflexibility of the Categorical Tmperative and other ethical 

codes based on absolutism, they can become overly complex as a result of attempts to 

develop principles which apply to every situation (Brady, 1990), When developing ethics 

codes, it might be good to remember that there are only Ten Commandments 
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2. Utilitarianism 

Utilitarianism detines an act as moral ifit is useful "in bringing about a desirable or 

good end" (Thiroux, 1980, p. 42). As an ethical theory where "the ends justify the 

means," utilitarianism gives a moral system without any of the rigid requirements of the 

Categorical Imperative. As a statement of the objective of utilitarianism Kidder offers, 

Do whatever produces the greatest good for the greatest number [t 
(utilitarianism] demands of us a kind of eost-henefit analysis, determining 
who will be hurt and who helped and measuring the intensity of that help 
(Kidder,I994, p.24) 

It would seem that utilitarianism provides a perfect alternative absolutism's concept 

ofTigid principles that are not easily adapted to ambiguous situations However, 

utilitaT ianism's strengths as a practical theory - its flexibility and its reliance on quantifiable 

benefits- make it inadequate as the sole basis for an ethics code. First, as Brady points 

out, "the minimal consideration given to non-quantifiable factors distorts analysis." The 

very selection of costs and benefits can vary due to "non-quantifiable fac\ors," resulting in 

different predictions of consequences Secondly, uti litarianism is not a moral theory 

because, ". no action is good in itself - only good lor some end," (Brady, 1990, p. I06) 

Utilitarianism recognizes exceptions based on the context of a situation, and prioritizes 

acts based on the "goodness" of the consequences. However, with its reliance on 

determining and assigning moral value to only the consequences of an act, it poses 

difficulty for standardization of behavior 

One last criticism of act utilitarianism is how one is to educate the young or 
the initiated to act morally since there are no rules or guides to follow 
except one that each person must assess what would be the greatest good 
consequences of each act for each situation that arises (Thiroux, 1980, p 
43) 

3. Care-hued ThinkingJ Humanitarianism 

Kidder defines a third view of ethics - care-based thinking in addition to 

utilitarianism and absolutism This third view uses the Golden Rule, "Do to others what 

you would like them to do to you," as its guiding principle (Kidder, 1994, p 25) Based on 
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the concept of reversibility, a decision would be ethical if the decision maker would accept 

the reciprocated action. This viev.' works best in situations where the action is a 

universally recogni;(;ed positive value or is equally desired by the giver and receiver of a 

decision. However, it does not account for those situations where the ethical decision 

may not be welcomed by the receiver Tax audits, draft notices, or other fair distributions 

of unwanted "gifts" would be examples of exceptions to the Golden Rule 

In a broader application of the Golden Rule, Coates offers another humanitarian 

view of ethics, social justice, which is "concerned with fairness in the distribution of 

society's burdens and benefits" (Coates, 1993, p.29) According to Coates, social systems 

of ethics focus on rights and justice, the ideas of which "develop over time and evolve as 

society evolves (Coates, 1993, p.29) 

4. Kohlberg's Moral Developmental Stages 

Lawrence Kholberg's hierarchy of ethical development stages suggests that a 

person's ethical development is an evolutionary process While all people do not move to 

the highest stages, external influences, such as societal principles can and do impact a 

person's ethical development. Tn brief, Lawrence Kohlberg's theory defines six moral 

developmental stages. The first stage, considered to be the most immature, describes a 

person whose motivation for doing "good" comes from a fear of punishment or a desire 

for reward. The second stage emphasizes self-gratification as an incentive for moral 

behavior, and is closely related to the third stage where group acceptance and approval are 

the primary incentives Respect for law and order and recognition of higher societal 

principles, represent Kohlberg's founh and fifth stages of moral maturity. The last, and 

most mature stage is acknowledgment and acceptance of universal ethical principles 

(Gonner, 1991; Brady, 1990) 

C. DEFINING ETlllCS 

Because it is based on absua,,1 ideas of ngoodness,' the concept of ethics can be 

difficult to oefine One could avoid the attempt to formulate a definition of ethic~, using 
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Kidder's rationalization 

This process of definition is the stuff of academic discourse. And while it 
comprises a perfectly valid exercise, it is of little use to those seeking 
ethical fitne~~. Why? .. First, most people already have a working 
understanding of good The second reason to avoid overloading on 
definitional problem~ is simply that at boltom, ethics is not about 
definitions It's about inner impulses .. . (Kidder, 1994, p 63) 

!\Totwithstanding Kidder's assertion that ethics definition is not necessary for 

practical application of ethical values, defining ethics provides a foundation for deciding 

what is ethical, especially in complex si tuat ions Tn general. definitions of ethics 

incorporate concepts from both absoluti~m and utilitarianism First, definitions presume 

the existence of absolute moral rules or beliefs that form the basis for ethical systems 

Secondly, definitions allude to guidance ~ystems and standards whieh allow moral rules to 

be adapted to specific situations 

James Bowman ofkrs, 

ethics is action, the way we practice our values, a guidance sy~tem to be 
used in making decisions ethics exjst~ in the gap between the "is' and the 
"ought." (Bowman, 1991, p 2) 

Bowman's definition implies that cthies is more than a static code against which a person 

evaluates the elements of an ethical situation before making a decision A "guidance" 

system allows greater flexibility than a system that consists solely of strict tenets 

However, effective use of a "guidance" system for resolution of ethical situations requires 

well-developed decision making skills 

Josephson (1993) divides ethics into two components; "the first requires an ability 

to discern right from wrong, the second involves the commitment to do what is right" 

(Josephson, 1993, p 4) Josephson. more emphatically than Bowman requires that ethical 

knowledge be acted upon He Jinks knowledge to action with his definition of integrity 

Integrity refers to the ethical principle of moral wholeness, of consistency 
between principles and practices (Josephson, 1993, p.14) 

F. Neil Brady offers a hybrid of two perspectives, utilitarianism and formalism, in 
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what he terms "Practical Formalism." In brief, Brady's "Fomlalist Methodological Cycle" 

consists of four segments (I) a moral or legal law, (2) articulation of principles, (3) 

actual or conceived cases which validate the principles, and (4) a constitution-like set of 

core values . (Brady, 1990) . Brady's model for ethicallhinking treats ~thjcs as an evolution 

of ideas rather than as a fixed set of principles. It is the third segment, actual or conceived 

cases, which acts as a catalyst for modifications to the law and stated principles as new 

ethical issues become apparent 

D. ETHICAL DECISION MAKING 

For any ethical situation, it is the analysis orthe consequences and determination 

orthe "rightness" or "wrongness" of an action which challenges ethical decision making 

skills. One can (;hoose a course of action as a result of a determination that it is the fairest 

course of action and promotes social justice (care-based/humanitarianism), or that it will 

yield the most benefits (utilitarianism), or base a decision on a pre-established standard of 

values or conduct (formalism) 

A review of literature has uncovered many models for making ethical decisions 

Typically the models begin the decision making process with an identification and 

definition ofthe problem or dilemma. After defining the problem, the decision maker lists 

alternative actions and their representative values. Next, the decision maker ranks the 

alternative actions in order of moral desirability and feasibility and chooses the best course 

of action (Brady, 1990; Coates, 1993; Josephson, 1993) . The Josephson Insti tute of Ethics 

otTers "five steps to principled reasoning (Josephson, 1993, pp . 39-41):" 

1. Clarify: D~terminc pr~cisely what must be decided Formulate and 
devise the full range of alternatives 

2_ Evaluate: If any ofthe options require the sacrifice of any ethical 
principle, evaluate the facts and assumptions carefully 

3. Decide: After evaluating the information available, make a 
judgment about what is or not true, and about what consequences 
are most likely to occur 
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4. Implement Once a decision is made on what to do, develop a plan of 
how to implement the decision in a way that maximizes the benefits and 
minimizes the costs and risks 

5. Monitor and Modify: An ethical decision maker should monitor the 
effects of decisions and be prepared and willing to revise a plan, 
or take a different course of action, based on new information 

E. TEACHING ETHICS 

One question that needs to be addressed is whether ethics can be taught As an 

argument against teaching ethics, one can take the pessimistic view which holds that a 

person's sense of ethics solidifies early in life and cannot be altered after a certain age The 

extreme converse would hold that a person's sense of ethics, including core beliefs, 

constantly changes. The first case could describe someone who possessed a very rigid set 

of ethical principles, the second case could describe someone whose ethical values were 

constantly changing and could even be altered to fit any immediate expediency 

1. Academic Ethics Training 

In answering the argument that it is too late to raise questions of values and 

corporate purposes with r-.ffiA students in their twenties and thirties, Piper cites the 

academic environment as a valuable opportunity for teaching ethics (Piper, 1993). By 

emphasizing and reinforcing the idea that ethical decision making is important, ethical 

thinking can be nurtured. The Harvard Business School's "Decision Making and Ethical 

Values: An Introduction" module seeks to raise ethical aWaftlntlSS through the following 

objectives 

First, it discusses the breadth of responsibility of the modem corporation 
and the constraints and trade-offs that attend the exercises of that 
responsibility. Second, it emphasizes the ctlntrality of ethical values in the 
context of individual and organizational effectiveness Third, it 
demonstrates the dangers of ignoring the impact of business decisions and 
strategies on the full range of stakeholders; indeed, it encourages the 
incorporation of ethical values and stakeholdtlr analysis in the broadest 
range of busincss decision making. Fourth, it encourages respect for law 
Fifth, it provides a process for evaluating the economic and noneconomic 
consequences of proposed decisions, strategies, and implementation plans 
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Sixth and most important, the module signals the centrality of these issues, 
legitimizes their discussions .... (Piper, 1993 , p 138) 

2, Ethics Training in the Workplace 

For incorporation of ethical training in the workplace, traditional mcthods of 

teaching employees ethical behavior fail Specifically, the leaching of ethical codes has 

heen to list prohibited behaviors and then to imply that only expens can deal ",ith ethical 

issues by emphasizing ethics hotlines and organization ethics counsellors to resolve ethical 

dilemmas (Rice and Dreilinger, 1990). A more effective elhicallraining program will 

provide employees with the "tools to identify and work out ethical issues," and "teach 

employees how to sell their solutions to others," (Rice and Dreilinger, 1990). The first 

objective. teaching how to identify potential issues can be met by "a set of structured 

questions" such as 

\\'hat, if any, are the aspects of this situation that might have ethical 
consequences for me personally, for my superior, for the memhers of my 
work group, for my organization, and for society as a whole? 
(Rice and Dreilinger, 1990, p_ 106) 

The second objective, teaching employees how to "sell" solutions, uses structured 

questions which attempt to define an ethical solution in terms offeasibiEty, benefits, and 

the cost to implement 

Paramount to the success of an ethics training program is first, the support and 

reinforcement by those at the top of an organization By ensuring that high-level 

managers actively support and practice the tools imparted by ethics training, the 

organization can make ethics an integral part of its organization and not just an auxiliary 

afterthought 

F. BllSINESSETlllCS 

I. General 

Ethical conduct has long been recognized as a desirable characteristic of the 

business corporation. Even in a society which esteems the principles of capitalism, it is 

recognized that the responsibility of a business firm goes far beyond that of generating 
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profits_ While the intt::rpretation ofthe extent and specific duties of that social 

responsibility undergoes constant revision, the existence of that responsibility is not 

questioned . Aguilar putS forth his premise that it is not omy desirable for a corporation to 

conduct its business ethically, but also benefici~ to do so, lIe cites such benefits oran 

ethical corporation as, 

the sense of personal pride and satisfaction that people can derive from 
being a part ofa fair-minded organization; the avoidance of costly litigation 
and crippling scandals, improved corporate relationships with custorTlns, 
suppliers, investors, and the coonnunity at large; and the generation of 
conditions that favor individual and organizational creativity and initiative 
(Aguilar, 1994, p144) 

Ethical conduct remains the preferred course of action, even in an unethical environment 

Despite Machiavellian tactics which seem crucial to business success, a mutually 

recognized code of ethics, encompassing such virtues as honesty, truth, reliability, etc, is 

necessary to prevent anarchy 

Even a casual observation of the current business environment shows that Brady's 

theoretical cyclt:: of Practical Fonnalism provides an accurate descript ion of the evolution 

of business ethics, for hath the coonnercial and Government sector, One has only to find 

the wealth of "aclUal or conceived cases" in the 1980's which provoked changes to laws 

and ethical principles to trace the "formalist Methodological Cycle." There is a consensus 

in current literature that t::thical failures during thc 1980's, such as insidt::r- trading on Wal[ 

Strt::eI and Defense Contracting improprieties by both Governmcnt and commercial agents, 

have increased interest in ethical behavior in business_ One notable example is the impetus 

of the insider trading scandals which led John S. R Shad, Chainnan of the Securities and 

Exchange Commission, to endow his alma mater, the Harvard Rusiness School, v ... ith a 

substantial gift for establishment ofa program in ethics and leadership (piper, 1993, p. ix). 

2. Evolution of Business Ethics 

William FredCiick divides the evolution of American business ethics inlO three 

periods The first period, spanning from the 1920's until the 1960's embodied the ideas of 
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corporate social responsibi lity, the second period, from the 1970s until the mid-1980's 

focused on corporate social responsiveness. Finally, the current period of business ethics 

represents an attempt to develop corporate social rectitude (Frederick, 1987) 

a. Corporate Social Responsibility: 1920s-1960s 

Corporate social responsibility encompassed two major principles, charity 

and stewardship As the focal point of the community, the corporation became a principal 

benefactor for charitable support - a role that has continued to be a significant one for 

corporations 

From this time on, charitable obligations to the unfortunate were seen as an 
important additional responsibility incurred by the business community 
(Frederick, 1987, p. 143) 

Closely related to this role of social benefactor was the principle of stewardship, which 

gave corporations the responsibility of managing society's scarce resources 

Derived from an ancient, even biblical, precept, it [stewardship] allowed 
corporate executives to view themselves as stewards or fiduciary guardians 
of society's resources (Frederick, 1987, p_ 143) 

b. COrJ1orateSocial Re.~ponsivenes.f: 1970s-mid-1980s 

The nex1: period of business ethics, defined as corporate social respomiveness. came 

out of social changes brought about by the civil rights activists, environmentalists, 

consumer advocates, and other similar demands for reform' 

These demands were penetrating and threatening. chaJlenging the inner 
precincts of corporate power, authority, and privilege_ Failure to respond 
fully and effectively could unhinge the system (Frederick, 1987, p_ 148) 

In general, corporate social responsiveness attempted to answer such questions as, 

What does the law require me to do about discrimination, industrial 
accidents, environmental poliution. and the host of similar problems 
plaguing society? What have Congress and the stale legislatures set as 
targets? What regulatory standards have been issued? What have the 
courts nded? What does general public opinion support? (Frederick, 1987 
p.152) 
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c. Corporate Socifll Rectitude mid-19ftOs- present 

Frederick defines the current goal of business ethical thinking as a move 

toward corporate ~ocial rectitude, where the corporation acts beyond responsibility and 

responS1Vene~s 

Society wants corporations to act with rectitude, to refer their policies and 
plans to the most fundamental moral principles of humankind 
(Frederick, 1987, p 157) 

Corporate social rectitude comprises two components, the first is a value component 

which defines the inherent principles ora corporation such as profit, economic growth, 

teclmical efficiency and financial performance (Frederick, 1987, p 154)_ The other 

component, referred to as the ethical wmponent, addresses social needs and values 

3. Business Ethics Principles 

Steidlmcir does not view business ethics as separate from traditional market 

values. Rather, he describes business ethics as an outgrowth fj-om market values He 

summarizes business ethical positions into seven ethical rules (Steidlmeier, 1987, p.l10) 

I Protecting the interests of property owners by promoting efficiency, 
reducing costs, thereby increasing profits 

2 Encouraging respect for the rights of private property 

3 Refraining trom anti competitive practices 

4 Guarding the freedom of labor, owners, and consumers, and 
discouraging government interference 

5 Honoring contracts and refraining from fraud or coercion 

6 Developing personal honesty, responsibility and indumiousness 

7 Encouraging private contributions 

These ethical positions represent the guiding principles for most business firms and have 

been encapsulated in corporate statements of ethical codes, in one fOnTI or another 

4. Ethics Implementation: Ethics Codes 

The crystallization of practical ethical guidelines from abstract ethical ideas has 

taken place in the [annulation of business ethics codes of conduct. As Wiley notes, "wues 
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of ethics arc probably the most visible sign of a company's ethical philosophy" <,Viley, 

1995, P 28) The first codes appeared around 1900, in response to late eighteenth century 

labor, and by the 19505 addressed issues of compliance with antitrust laws. Use of ethics 

codes became more extensive through the 19705 and 19805 (Weaver, 1993, P 45) 

a, Incentives/or Ethics Codes 

Federal sentencing guidelines that became law in November 199 1 provided 

corporations ""ilh irresistible incentives for implementing ethics programs (McKee, 1992) 

The guidelines require judges to pass stiff penalties, for such crimes as fraud, labor and 

safety ,,;olations, on an organization - whether a commercial entity or a Government 

agency - unless the organization can prove that "it exercised due diligence in preventing 

such offenses_" A formally implemented ethics program may be viewed as evidence of 

"due diligence," and is one means of obtaining a significantly lighter sentence for 

wrongdoing_ An ethics program was deemed adequate for consideration as proof of due 

diligence ifit incorporated specific elements such as, publication ofa standards for ethical 

conduct, formal training for all employees, enforcement of the standards by high-level 

employees and prevention and detection procedures which protected whistleblowers from 

reprisal (McKee, 1992, p 12), The Federal sentencing guidelines have made ethical codes 

not only desirable for altruistic reasons, but also as sound business investments 

federal corporate sentencing guidelines in the US have made ethics code 
implementation financially important to any firm which suspects that it 
might at some point intentionally or unintentionally transgress federal law 
Codes may be intended to convince regulators (or potential regulators) that 
a firm or industry is reliably self~policing, so that regulation is redundant, or 
even harmful (Weaver, 1993, pA7) 

While the impact of the Federal sentencing guidelines on the number of new business 

ethics codes has not been researched, it is interesting to note that from 1990 to 1995 the 

percentage of the 1,000 largest U.S. companies who have ethics programs rose from 35% 

to 45% (Wiley, 1995). 
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b. Content of Ethics Code.f 

In her 1992 study of business codes of ethics. McKee determined the 

primary areas of concerns based on the frequency of their appearance in codes The 

content of corporation ethics code~ reiterate the ethical positions identified by Steidlmeier 

(1987). The fo llowing concerns were addressed by 50% or more of research respondents 

(McKee, 1992, p.44) 

Conflict of Interest 
Accuracy of Data, Records, and Reports 
Accuracy of InvoiceslProper Payments (bribes, kickbacks) 
Business Hospitalities General 
Political Contributions 
Receiving Business Hospitalities 
Reporting;Resolving Violations 
Customer/Supplier Relationships 

Corporations identified as Government contractors included two additional areas of 

concern. Receipt and Use of Government Wormation and the Iiiring of Former 

Government Employees 

c. AJeasllring l:-ffecth'eness of Ethics Lodes 

Of course, the mere existence of an ethical program does not guarantee 

that a corporation operates ethically. However, establishing measures of effectiveness for 

ethics programs seems nearly impossible. It would be difficult, for example, to determine 

how many "bad" or '\>,TOng" decisions bave been avoided as a result of guidelines 

provided by an ethics programs Weaver recounts several problems with attempts to 

measure the effectiveness of a company's ethical program 

High-level managers' perceptions of ethics codes effectiveness similarly 
may be biased ... . Seemingly objective measures of ethical or unethical 
behavior, such as records of-hOi-line" complaints and queries, may not 
uncover the actual level of ethical behavior in an organization Social 
desirability bia5es can affect such reports. But a fI:.wer~e social desirahility 
bias also may occur. Previously unreponed actions may become higWy 
visible insofar as new understandings or sensitivities become 
institutionalized in an organization or society (Weaver, 1993, ppA9-50) 
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Yet, the importance of having such guidelines coupled with a heighlened sense of what is 

ethical cannot be denied 

5. Eth ics in Purcbasing 

a. Standards of Purcha.\·ing Practice 

The latest revision of the National Association of Purchasing Management 

(NAPM) Standards of Purchasing Practice echo those business elhieal positions identified 

by Steidlmeir, and corrohorate the principles sel forth in the Procurement Integrity Act A 

summary of the NAPM Standards is listed below (Sherman, 1991, pp. 365-366) 

1 Avoid the intent and appearance of unethical practice 

2 Demonstrate loyalty to the employer by diligently 
follov.'ing the lawful instructions ofthe employer 

3 Refrain from any private business or professional 
activity that would create a conflict ofintcrest 

4 Refrain from soliciting or accepting money or gifts 
which might influence, or appear to influence 
purchasing decisions 

5 Handle information ofa confidential nature to employers 
and/or suppliers with due care 

6 Promote positive supplier relationships through counesy 
and impartiality in all phases of the purchasing cycle 

7 Refrain from reciprocal agreements which restrain 
compet1ll0n 

8 Know and obey the lelter and spirit of laws governing 
the purchasing function 

9 Encourage that all segments of society have the 
opportunity to participate by demonstrating support 
for small, disadvantaged and minority-owned 
businesses 

10 Discourage purchasing's involvement in employer 
sponsored programs of personal purchases which 
are not business related 
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I I Enhance the proficiency and stature of the 
purchasing profession by acquiring and maintaining 
current technical knowledge and the highest 
standards of ethical behavior 

b. Ethical ls.~ue.~ in Purchasing 

As with Government procurement, the purchasing function of corporations 

has received particular attention for implementation of ethical guidelines_ This ha~ been 

due to the purchasing agent's access to and control ofa large portion ofa business' 

budget, The authority and ability 10 influence where funds from that budget go leaves the 

purchasing agent vulnerable to a templation to misuse that influence 

In a 1987 study conducted jointly by Ernst and Whinney and the National 

Association of Purchasing Management (NAPM), it was found that, 

the vast majority of purchasing personnel conduct their business affairs in 
an ethical manner, however, they do not agree on how ethical standards 
can be enforced Adoption of a formal ethics poli,,), is considered helpful in 
preventing dubious practice ___ . (Forker & Janson, 1990, p_ 19) 

The study included respondents from corporations in thirty-nine Slates, plus the 

District of Columbia, and Canada, with 50 percent of the respondents holding the title of 

manager When compared with a similar 1975 NAPM study, the 1987 study's results 

revealed strong downward trends in such questionable practices as disclosure of one 

vendor's prices to another prior to award of a purchase contract, and personal financial 

interest in vendors. However, while the frequency of accepting favors decreased during 

the 12 year interval, the !luJ!!~eX of favors accepted and their annual value increased 

Additionally, an area which showed a significant increase from 1975 to 1987 was practice 

of different ethical standards when buying overseas (Forker & Janson, 1990) 

Another issue raised by Ihe 1987 study, which had not been addressed in the 1975 

study, was the detrimental influence outside the purchasing dcpanment on the buying 

process. Forty-seven percent of the survey respondents indicated that material 

sp~cifications were tai lored to favor a specific vendor, thus limiting competition Tn 
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addition, forty-three percent indicated that management had directed that a specifk 

supplier be used (Forker & Janson, 1990). These findings demonstrate a need for 

continuing education, expanded to include those outside of the purchasing department, 

and emphasizing the impropriety of the receipt of favors 

G. ETHICAL DECISION MAKING IN GOVERNMENT 

1. General 

Five points of reference, as identified by Gortner in his study of mid-level public 

managers. provide a framework for ethical discussion of Government employees' decision 

making. Although Gonner did not limit his study to any specific Governmental function, 

such as acquisition, his results can be used for analysis of ethical decision making by DOD 

acquisition employees 

The law and its implementing mles and regulations acts as the primary basis for 

ethical decisions, with organizational dynamics providing a significant influence. Other 

influences, in decreasing order of importance include individual characteristics, the 

concept of a moral obligation to a professional code, and finally, philosophical or cultural 

values. This hierarchy ofrclevance documents the impact of the ethical envirorullent on 

the decision-making of those who work in Government (Gortner, 1991) 

2. Rule of Law in Ethical Decision Making 

Gortner's study indicated that the law can serve as both an obstacle and an aid to 

ethical decision making in public administration. In the first case, 

the law served as a delimiter- managers had to deal with ethical situations 
where the law was a limiting factor. They [public managers] wanted 10 
accomplish a specific goal and stay within the rules and regulations . Often 
the current rules and regulations kept them from efficiently or effectively 
achieving the goal that serntcd most desired (Gortner, 1991, p.53) 

On the other hand, the law can also facilitate ethical decision making, 

the law served as protection and support when managers were pressured 
to do things that they felt were not appropriate",,!n some cases the 
managers were able to resolve the issue by clearly stating the mles and 
regulations related to a specific situation and refusing to carry out the 
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desires of superiors or peers. In other cases the prohlem hecame one of 
clearly understanding the rules and regulat ions in order to know what was 
an appropriate compromise that remained in the letter and intent of the law 
(Gortner, 199 1, p.54) 

3. Role of Organizational Dynamics in Ethical Decision Making 

Inherent in the environment of Government managers is the impact of political 

factor s and an individual's position within the organization's hicrarchy. One's location in 

the hierarchy determines the kinds of ethical dilemmas faced _ Those at the highest levels 

of Government, such as elected or appointed officials, face issues generated by conflicts 

with political interests. In addition, those at the highest levcls must deal with what 

Ganner calls "macroethics" or "policy" ethics in which decisions "involve large numbers 

of people, indeed, completed institutional ~ystems , " (Gonner, 1991 , p.36). At the other 

end ofthe spectrum arc "microethics" or individual ethics which represent the type of 

issues faced by those public managers "who operate from the middle or lower levels of 

public service and whose power scldom extends beyond their immediate environments" 

This limited power narrows the scope and impact of mid-level puhlic managers' 

decisions to their segment of an organization Dilemmas may be complex, but are unlikely 

to either save or destroy an organization Generally, the conflict faced by mid-level public 

managers is "one ofpcrsonal integrity versus pressures to conform, to overlook, to keep 

quiet, or to perform wrongful acts (Gonner. 1991 , p_37) " 

4. Individual Characteristics as a Basis for Ethical Decisions 

The next reference point for ethical decision making - individual characteristics -

combines the factor s of personal background, personality characteristics, and ethical 

maturity as defined by Lawrence Kohlberg's six stages of moral maturity_ Gortner's 

research sllbjects easily recognized the first two factors as imponant influences on their 

decision making. Although the public managers did not speak about the last factor in 

tcnns of Kohl berg's formal theory, they did show a desire to make ethical decisions, in 

accord with muversal ethical principles, not jllst because a law defined an action as wrong 
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5. Role of Professional Codes 

What Gortner found surprising in his study, was the infrequent use ofprofessionai 

codes as a point of reference for ethical decision making 

the managers seldom mentioned the professions (for example, medicine, 
law, accounting. engineering, and psychology) and the codes of ethics 
related to those professions as having any influence on their actions In a 
few cases where the individuals acted in professional capacitieS (for 
example, as lawyers or accountants), the codes of the relevant professions 
played a central role in their decisions and actions, but when interviewees 
were acting as managers, the professional mores and ethical codes became 
much less relevant (GanneT, 1991. pA3) 

Gertner cites the formulation of a code of ethics for public managers as an urgent need 

that should be fulfilled 

What public managers are looking for is an understanding of the vailies 
that are central to the idea of professionalism. To the extent that codes 
address these issues, those codes will have increasing relevance and value 
to public managers. (Gertner, 1991, p.S9) 

6, Role of Philosophical or Cultural Values 

The respondents in Gonner's study did not specifica!!y cite philosophical or 

cultural vaJues (including those derived from reJigious tenets). This does not mean that 

these sorts of values did not influence the public managers' ethical decision making 

process. Rather, those values are so integral to their personal perspective that it was 

difficult to separate the values into specific reference points 

As one of the interviewees commented, most successful managers are awarc of the 

impact of culture on actions, but, 

culture does not usually impinge on one's thinking. Instead it creates an 
environment, a milieu, in which alternatives are imagined and analyzed 
We are aware of it only if we stop and think specifically of it Obviously, to 
the extent that general values, principles, and perceptions do apply, they 
must then be translated so they become relevant to the specific issues about 
which we are concerned (Gonner, 1991, ppAI -42) 
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H. SUMMARY 

This chapter has provided an overview of ethics discllssion in journal articles, 

reports, studies and research. This survey of the literature has focused on factors that 

contribute to the development and application of codes of ethics. As chronicled by 

Frederick, business values have expanded from purdy economic concerns to include a 

recognition of social responsibility, Ethical principles defined by the commercial 

purchasing profession include market values slIch as profit, the preference for competition, 

and the authority of contracts Additionally, social values such as charity, corporate 

responsibility toward the environment, and support of civil rights have been incorporated 

into business codes of etIDcs. While corporations do not hold the same statutory obligation 

to so(;iety that Government holds, much of the principles addressed by business ethics 

share similar objectives 

In general, the discussion of ethics in literature has centered on the formation of 

guidelines for ethical decision making rather than on the process of ethical decision 

making. One notable exception is Gonner's study of public managers. His identification 

of five influences on ethical decision making pro\ides a useful framework for analysis of 

ethical dilemma~ faced by Department ofDerense acquisition employees 
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[v. RESEARCH METHOD 

A. GENERAL 

This study was conducted using qualitativ~ methods. A qualitative approach was 

chosen over a quantitative approach because this research is concerned more with 

describing the process of ethical decision making by acquisition employees than \.\ith 

providing a quantitative analysis of the decisions Data collection focused on the 

perceptions, feelings, and attitudes of acquisition employees about ethical issues; these 

types of data ar~ best studied by qualitative research techniques which look at "how 

people make sense of their lives, experiences, and their structures of the world." 

(Creswell, 1994, p 145) 

B. LITERA T UItE REVIl:W 

The research began with a review oflegislation and literature concerning ethics, 

particularly in the business ficld Discussion in the literature identified parallel ethical 

issues for corrunercial purchasing entit ies and the Government acquisition workforce For 

Government acquisition employees, legislation has concerned ilselfprimarily with the 

buyer and supplier relationship and the perception of fairness As discussed in Chapter II, 

these issues can be viewed in the context of the three principles which fOnTIS an implied 

code of ethics for Government employees (1) the necessity of gaining and keeping public 

trust, (2) separation of private and puhlic interests, and (1) the importance of avoiding 

even the appearance of wrongdoing 

The literature review also included examination of Gortner's study of public 

managers which classified five influences on ethical decision making by public managers 

(I) the law, (2) organizational dynamics, (3) individual (;haracrcristi(;s of the decision 

maker. (4) profes~i onal codes, and (5) philosophical or cult.ural values (Gortner. 1991) 
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Gortner's five influences along with the ethical issues identified as common to the 

purchasing Of acquisition function provided a framework for examining the data collected 

in this research 

C. PURPOSE OF RESIi:ARCH 

rhe intent of this research was to discover how acquisition employees define and 

resolve ethical dilemmas. Through an open-ended inquiry, the researcher sought to 

answer the primary question of this research 

What are corrunon ethical di1enunas faced by DOD acquisition employees 
and how might these ethical dilenunas be resolved'i 

Specific ethical situations identified in the literature - such as the seven business ethical 

rules defined by Steidlmeir (1987), the issues addressed in the National Association of 

Purchasing Management (NAPM) Standards of Purchasing Practice (Sherman, 199 1), and 

the primary areas of concern in business codes of conduct found by McKee (1992) -

served only as points of reference for the research. Data collection was not limited to 

what has been already identified in ethical legislation and literature as ethical dilemmas 

common to the purchasing and acquisition functions 

D. BENEFITS OF THE RESIi:ARCH 

Identification and analysis of ethical dilenunas faced by DOD acquisition 

employees can be used to teach decision strategies for acquisition ethical issues 

Furthermore, as conceived by Brady's "Formalist Methodological Cycle" (Brady, 1990) 

for ethical thinking, collection and examination of actual cases can uncover new ethical 

issues that are not addressed by current principles or law.. 

E. RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 

Twelve research participants were interviewed for this study The research 

participants represented different levels oflhe DOD acquisition hierarchy_ Their positions 

ranged from that of small purchase buyer to director of contracts for a major system 

command_ Five of the interviewees held the senior position in their contracting offices 

Contracting experience of the research extended from less than one year to over 20 years 
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F. CONDUCT OF INT[ Rvn.:wS 

Interview questions were worded so that respondents could report "observed" 

ethical situations, not necessarily ethical situations in which respondents played a primary 

role. By allowing the respondents to distance themselves from the ethical dilemmas and 

stressing confidentiality of the interviews, the researcher strived to encourage candid and 

thorough responses. On-site interviews were held with selected respondents to collect 

personal narratives Due to the type of data being sought, face-to-face interviews were 

deemed the most appropriate means of obtaining the required infonnation about ethical 

di lemmas. The researcher had to gain the trus t of the interviewees in order to be able to 

encourage them to talk about their ethical experiences. This was best accomplished in 

person - where non-verbal cues alerted the researcher to adjust the pace and direction of 

an interview_ With the consent of each respondent, interviews were tape-recorded for 

verbatim transcription to ensure the accuracy Each interview lasted between sixty and 

ninety minutes. The interview formal was as follows 

L'IITERVlEW QUESTIONS 

Background: A.cquisition and contract management requires many 
different kinds of decisions to be made. Making tradeofts between low bid 
contractors and higher priced contractors with better performance records, 
working with funding and time constraints, and weighing the wst and 
benefit ofunderperforming contractors represent a few issues that 
acquisition employees face By reviewing actual cases, a new acquisition 
employee can be better prepared to deal with such issue Based on this and 
other interviews, case studies will be developed which will be used for 
teaching purposes. The anonymous case studies will illustrate real-life 
situations and decision processes 

Definition of an ethical dilemma: A situation caused by a conflict of 
values, requiring a person to decide on one course of action over another 
course of action 

I Based on this definition of an ethical dilemma, and your experience 
a~ a DOD acquisition employee, what particular ethical dilemma 
have you observed? 



2 Tn your opinion, is the etrucaJ dilemma one that is commonJy faced 
by acquisition employees? 

3 Describe the etrucal dilemma 
a What events led up to the situation') 
b. Tn your opinion, what event was the most instrumental in 

creating the dilemma? 
c. What do you believe were the root causes of the dilemma? 

4 How was the etrucal dilemma resolved? 

5 What acquisition regulations, directives, standards of conduct, etc., 
were referenced for guidance to resolve the ethical dilemma? 

6 What do you think could have been done differently to resolve the dilemma? 

7 In your opinion, what could the organization have done to better 
resolve the dilemma? 

8 What would you recommend to other individuals who might find themselves in 
similar situations? 

9 How adequately do you think current regulations, such as the Joint 
Ethics Regulation and the Procurement Tll\egrity Ac!, provide 
guidance for dealing with ethical dilemmas? 

10. Do you wish to add anything else that might help to improve ethical 
decision making in the acquisition workplace? 

G. A~ALYSJS OF DATA 

Analysis of the narratives began with a search for common themes and patterns As 

reported in Chapter V, Data Presentation and Analysis, it was found that the narratives 

could be fit into three general topic areas the overall ethical environment of the DOD 

acquisition system, ethical dilemmas with customers, and ethical dilemmas with 

contractors. Analysis of the research respondents' decision making process was 

compared with the results from Gortner's study of Federal public managers and revealed 

that Gortner's five influences on decision making were relevant for acquisition employees 

H. SmlMARY 

This chapter has described the research method used in conducting this study. A 

review orthe literature identified common ethical issues for purchasing and acquisition 
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employees; these issues were used as a loose framework for collection of the data. The 

data collection was one of exploration of what acquisition employees define as ethical 

dilemmas and ho\", they resolve the dilemmas. ChapteT V plcscms the data collected from 

the interviews and gives an analysis of the data_ Chapler VI, Acquisition Ethical Case 

Studies, presents a compilation offourtccn case narratives developed from the data along 

with instructional questions and notes 
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V. DATA PRESENTATION AND A~ALYSIS 

A. GK\l:RAL 

rhis chapter presents and analyzes the data collected from the interviews 

conducted in the study. Interviews are referenced by numbered narratives: presentation of 

the data i~ arranged by grouping excerpts from the narratives into three general topic areas 

which emerged fromlhe interviews the ethical environment of the DOD acquisition 

system, ethical dilemmas v.ith customers, and ethical dilemmas with contractors. Finally 

the data is analyzed using ethical theory and Gonner's tive intluences on ethical decision 

making as examined in Lhapter III, Literature Review 

B. l:THICAL EN\1RONI\tENl 

The (;Unenl ethical emironment ufthe DOD acquisition system, in terms afwhat 

is defined as ethical or unethical, was depicted by research panicipants as much more 

stringent than in the past_ Ino:.:H:ased legislation and more detailed definitions of unethio:.:al 

practices substantiate their perception. \Vhen speaking about the ethical environment of 

the DOD acquisition syslem, research participants characterized it as being less forgiving 

of "gray areas" than in past years 

Congres~ has taken it out of a business decision, and made it a 
felony. I'm really comfortable with dealing with rnles that aren't 
felonies. You teU me. 'If you blow it,' if I stick my hand out and I get 
it slapped I won't do that one again. But if you stick your hand oul 
and they cut it.,., I think when you get into the ethics stuff, you slick 
your hand out, you will get your hand cut off. It's too ha rd_ They 
have mad e it so hard, so complex, that it's not always true that 
common sen~e prevails. And I approach this job from a common 
sense perspective (Narrative #8) 

According to the same respondent, individuals' ethical values did not change, the mles 

did 

I would personally argue that the pwple that sat in thi~ job in 
the 60s, 70s, 80s, were as ethical about dnring their job as I am, or as I 
hope 1 am. But the laws they operated under were differeut, and 
what was accepted behavior was different. The environment changcs, 
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... when I was a LTJG, I used to go to California once a month to 
Bughes. I can assure you that from an accountillg perspective, they 
were doillg things that are totally unacceptable today - they were all 
drivillg Mercedes [cars] that were beillg billed back to the company. 
In the 70s, my perdiem didn't cover expenses, but Hughes always took 
you to lunches - probably cost S30 or $40 dollars - in 1970 dollars -
they were unbelievable lunches ... back then it was sort of O.K. Today 
I wouldn't touch it with a ten foot pole. Did it alter my judgment 
back then? I don't thillk so C~arrative #8) 

Speaking in the same vein, another inlerviewee felt that the focus of current standards 

of conduct is misplaced, and tends to create distrust between the Government and 

contractors 

I think we're pretty well indoctrinated, I mean if somebody is 
going to be dishonest, they're going to be dishonest regardless. 
They're not going to Worry about whether they are sitting down 
having lunch with a contractor. \Ve're almost focused on the wrong 
things sometimes .... I understand that you can't be seen parading 
around at McDonnell Douglas ill their corporate jet, being wined and 
dined; I'm not going to do that. Now, we have to send calendars back 
(Narrative #9) 

A cOnlracting officer cited the change in the local pra(.;tice of a(.;cepting 

conlractors' Cluistmas fruit baskets, as an example of regulatory overreaction to senior 

officials' misdeeds 

They send out fruit to negotiators during the Christmas 
holidays. \"e've been told we can't accept it. We used to be able to 
give it to a nonprofit organization. That is one of the things that is so 
frustrating - all of these regulations because of something which had 
happened in Washington. And because of that, they've imposed these 
restrictions to those in the field (Narrative # 3) 

Interviewees questioned the need for the increased restrictions implemented by 

ethics legislation. The following two interviewees found the administrative requirements 

under the Procurement Integrity Act to be little more than inconvenient papelwork 

I look at the current ethics legislation, that grew oul of D1-
'Villd. The legislation that was there was just fine .... Everyone that 
was prosecuted out of m-Wind was prosecuted under the old 
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legislation.~ow what I've got from the new ethks legislation is a 
whole lot more paperwork, training •... (Narrative #8) 

('he second interviewee viewed non-disclosure torms, which require certification by 

buyers and suppliers that proprietary 01 source selcction information will not he disclosed, 

as useless 

'Ve ha"c the contractor and the (ustomer sign off on the non
disclosure fonns (in accordance with the Procurement Act) .... I think 
they're just paper. I don't sec how that would really deter anyone. 
it's so hard to have the resources to investigate to turn that stuff up. 
And it's so uncommon. I would say that the majority, ahout '15% of 
procurements, happen without an)' problems l)Iarrative If]l) 

Another contracting officer \veleorned the changes resulting from the JER and the 

Procurement Integrity Act 

The old standards of conduct wert basically a farce .. Jt [JF.HJ 
started defining what you were allowed to do. You used to not he 
permitted to give a gift to a senior. Kow you can for special 
occasions. It kind of eased restrictions, it's more specilic, and it 
applies to everyone .... It used to be the Army had one l Standard of 
Conduct}, the Air Force had ont, tht Navy had another. .. I think that 
people are nlore aware, I think that people are more ethical now. The 
contractors don't come to ~you as much as th t y used to do. Ethics is 
much more on the front burner, III '\lind was the genesis of all of 
that .... JEH was a smart thing (Narrative iilO) 

C. BTHICAL DILEi\'lMAS WITH Cl'STOMfHS 

rhe most often cited source of ethical dilemmas for interviewees was the conflict 

hetween wanting to serve their customers and wanting to comply with acquisition laws 

and the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). As the originators of contract 

requirements, customers wOllld exert pressure on contracting officers to take shortcuts 

arOlllld regulations, steer contracts to specific suppliers. or to treat routine needs as urgent 

requirements. Additionally, there were situations that raised questions of inappropriate 

(;ontact between a contractor and a customer. In the sample of colle,,'1ed narrative~, how a 
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contracting officer resolved such issues depended on the amount of time available to make 

a decision, the urgency of the customer's requirement, the amount ofauthotity or influence 

a customer had over the contracting office, and the dollar value of the contract 

1. Time Constraints 

Ethical dilemmas aggravated by time constraints prevent a contracting officer from 

processing a contract in a way which is comfortable for him or her, Ifsufficient time were 

available, the contracting officer could try to convince the customer that the normal 

process could fulfill the customer'S needs, or search for an alternate solution that satisfied 

both the customer and the contracting officer's sense of propriety 

In one case example, because lime was not available, one contracting officer made 

the decision to do what he felt was \¥rong The dilemma arose when a !'\aval Base 

decided to hold a lair to promote carpooling in order to mcct the requirements of the 

Local Air Quality Management District. The Security Department held responsibility for 

organizing the fair, which was schcduled to occur within a few weeks, and ensuring that as 

many people as possible attended. With that goal in mind, the Security Department 

drafted the purchase request for promotional items with carpooling slogans, such as 

balloons, pens, and coolers_ Included in the purchase request were clock radios, and 

cassette players for door prizes (Narrative #2) 

The relatively low value of the contract - $500 - made the decision easier to make 

Yet, the contracting officer was still not comfortable with his decision because he did not 

have the assurance that his decision was in compliance with the FAR 

The bad part is, I spent taxpayer money for door prizes, for 
clock radios, cassette players, stuff like that. I'm about 95% certain 
you can't do that. If you have to rationalize, you need that stuff to get 
people to attend, so you can show the district you had the requisite 
people at the fair or else, it didn't count and you had to do it over 
again ...• Time being of esscnce, ..• the requiring activity didn't get to me 
in time, and so, we didn't research the issue to death. (Narrative #2) 
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2. Urgency of customer need 

Acquisition regulat ions allow for exceptions to normal procedures particularly for 

"urgent and compelling" requirements. Determination of "urgent and l:ompeHing" must be 

supported by sufficientjustifi(;3tion, however, t he contracting officer still has significant 

discretion in judging whether a customer's requirement is truly urgent 

In the examples described in the (olleeted narratives, if the validity of a customer's 

claim of urgency seemed questionable, a comracting officer would not hesitate to refuse to 

deviate from normal procedures 

There are times when you receive a requirement, and the 
customer wants it done on an urgency hasis and the urgCIlCY is valid, 
not because of poor planning. [But] you can end up in situations 
where you suspect it's because of poor planning, but it's still urgent, 
especially for a ship getting ready to deploy. However, if it's urgent, it 
can still be ethically questionable - for example, the customer has 
kIlown about it for two years: 'It's urgent, we're going to he inspected 
in two months .. .' I've been kIlown to say no. Because, they've known 
they needed the equipment to meet the environmental compliance. 
And they're going to be fined by an environmental agency. 'Because 
we didn't ha\'e the money.' That's not a justification for urgency, 
'But you knew you needed the money, you should have made plans to 
get the money. And now you're saying it's going to cost the 
Government $100 thousand dollars a day.' (Narrative #3) 

Another interviewee recounted an instance when a customer wanted to separate a 

large purchase for ten telephone closets (for wiring) into several small purchase req uests 

The engineers [from the customer activity] wanted uS to do 
them as small purchase n'quirement because it's quicker. For large 
purchase you have to synopsize [for small purchasesl, they do not 
have to write a specification, they can just write one line description. 
We just told them no. It went in as a large purchase. If we had done 
it as they wanted, it would have taken about just a week., or just a 
couple of days; the contractor could have come in and begun 
working right away. It wasn't urgent enough to stretch the rules. 
That's one rule we don't stretch ... and they kIlow it, but I can 
understand where they're coming from; the government has a need, 
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and they want to get it fulfilled as soon as possible. Unfortunately, 
that makes us, me, the had guy. But these are laws we're talking 
about, not just some local regulations (Narrative # I) 

r or a customer who did have a valid emergency, one contracting officer had to 

accept a price for communication devices which included what he felt was "an exorbitant 

amount of profit" But because the customer - a combat unit deployed overseas - needed 

the communication devices immediately, the contracting officer awarded the contract at 

the proposed price 

The contractor knew that the price was inflated. Irwc'd had 
more time, we could have negotiated the price down and at least ban 
the tactic of saying, 'Xo, wc're not going to purchase the 
communication devices. ' But the contractor knew we needed them, 
and that we had no choice. It was a time of crisis and their position 
was, 'take it or leave it.' (Narrative #7) 

Daily calls from a senior officer compounded the situation for the contracting officer 

But it's stuff like that when you have a Ca ptain calling you, 
pressuring to sign the contract, sign the contract, we need this 
delivered tomorrow. And you're looking at a proposal thai says X 
dollars for profit. And in that situation, you're hoping it nenr gets 
out (Narrative #7) 

3. Improper influence of contractor over the customer 

Contracting officers in the study faced situations where they suspected that a 

customer had been unduly influenced by a contractor, The contractor's interaction with a 

customer generated concerns of POI entia I favoritism and the appearance ofa conflict of 

One example presented a harmless situation easily resolved by the contract ing 

officer 

A contractor will come in to the customer and demonstrate a 
piece of equipment. And when the requirement comes in, we can tell 
whether they're using someone else's description .... \Vhen I was a 
negotiator, I would get on the phone, I'd call the customer and ask, 
'\Vho's the manufacturer? What's the part number? - You didn't 
specify brand name or equivalent, you have to give me a generiC 
description of what you want. And if you have to have this particular 
brand, you have to justify it.' Sometimes they will try to push the 
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issue, a lot of the times, the customer will get irate. \Ve might not get 
you the exact product you want; OUf responsibility is to get you whal 
your minimum requirements and ~' our needs are, and this is how we 
can help you. (Narrative #3) 

Compounding the dilemma described above was the conflict in the definition of "minimum 

requirements" The customer fdt that his preferred brand or manufacturer could best 

satisry his "minimum requirements." To the contracting officer, the customer's preference 

was secondary 10 obtaining competition for the contract. By having the customer rewrite 

the purchase request in generic terms, the contracting officer was able to comply with the 

FAR and award the contract competi tively 

Another contra(,,"ting officer observed a more troubling situation 

1 see the engineering people as a problem. They frequently 
have contractors in their area, talking about upcoming construction 
projects. \Vhat the engineers sa)' is that they're doing market 
research, but it doesn't look right when you have contractors with the 
engincus all the time and the engineers are writing the requirements. 
1 know that part of the Procurement Integrity Act is that you're not 
s upposed to gi\'e advance procurement infommtion . I don't know if 
they're actually doing anything wrong. 01arrative #1 ) 

Here the line was blurred between contractors participating in market research and being 

excessively involved in the customer's defining of construction requirements_ The 

contracting officer did not have a clear means to re~lve what he saw as a problem 

D. ETHICAL Dll.EMMAS WITH CONTRALIORS 

The second most cited source of ethical dilemmas for interviewees centered on 

their business relationship .... ;th contractors The business relationship betwetln the 

Government and contractors is more complex than buyer and supplier relationships in 

plivate industry, As a customer, the Government's "size, diverse markets and social policy 

objective." make its role as a buyer one that goes beyond that of obtaining goods and 

ser.ices (Sherman, 199J, p ,]S) The policy objectives often dominate the procurement 

process to the extent that Ihey are "frequently conflicting and peripheral to the acquisition 

ofser.'ices or materials" (Sherman, 1991, p 38) 
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In the interviews conducted in this research, dilenunas resulted from a conflict 

between a desire to foster an amiable business relationship with the Defense industry and 

wanting to protect taxpayers' i nlere~t, as defined by the acquisition system's policy 

objectives. More often than not the interviewees described the relationship between 

Government and Defense contractors as advenarial 

1. Pricing Issues 

One explanation offered hy an interviewee characterized the antagonism between 

the Government and contractors as an inevitable outcome of the acquisition community's 

emphasis on obtaining the lowest price possible_ This emphasis has even led to 

investigative efforts that cost more than the amount of a suspected price discrepancy 

We're stting an adversarial relationship which has evolved 
between the Government and contractors ..... you're not doing your 
job unless you have the contractor on his knees ... you want to get the 
lowest price possible ..... I'l'e seen this attitude in negotiating .... There 
has to be a balance betwttn representing the taxpayer and doing 
what's most etbical ror the procurement process .... ! know some rolks 
in private ind ustry, in the defense industry, I trust them implicitly 
because I've negotiated with them, I think they're honest, 
hardworking and I believe thcm when they tell me thiugs, but there's 
a sense of mistrust by and large across the board that fuels into this 
thing about get the lowe.~t price possible .... We"·e got every kind of 
organization that's trying to investigate rraud, and everything else, 
... people have spent weeks on $800 pricing problems ... 
(Narrative Ii 9) 

Another interviewee described how he tried to obtain pricing information from an offeror 

I've got one guy calling me, and he won't give me any pricing 
inrormation. I tell him, 'If you don't, I can't make the contract, or I'll 
have to propose it at an unreasonable price,' meaning I can't justify 
the price. 'I'm going to have to send the boys ill, the DCAA (Defense 
Contract Auditing Agency] auditors. Fine, iryou want to start a 
paperwork war, I swear they'll audit you and you'll wish you'd never 
seen them. 'Vhy don't you help me upfront here?' Ae says, , No, I'm 
not giving you anything,' that's his right, it's under $500 thousand. I 
:really don" request an audit, because I don't have any rates to look at 
(Narrative #6) 
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His threat to have the DCAA audit the offeror corroborates the previous narrator's 

assert ion that pricing issues are a reason for the adversarial relationship between the 

Government and contractors 

Yet, the blame docs not always lay on the Government side In the case oflhe 

emergency communication devices, the contracting officer's experience with the sole 

source supplier left him disillusioned 

It was a time of crisis and their position was, 'take it or leave 
it.' They gouged the (;Qvernment. They didn't provide any cost or 
pricing information. And we asked them to pro"'ide that to us, and 
that was the point as we saw it, 'This is kind of outrageous. Can you 
justify this?' And we had only one source for this communication 
devices. It was a true emergency. The stufTwas shiplled out the next 
day_ And we told them that we weren't going to sign without any 
justification; it was unpleasant because we had no negotiating 
position whatsoever. I've try to stay away from that contractor 
(Narrative #7) 

2. Progress Payments 

Progress payments are a common way for the Govenunent to assist contractors in 

financing their contracts. A contractor docs not receive the payments automatically, 

however. The contractor has to show that the costs were properly incurred in the 

perfomlance ofthe Government's contract (Arnavas and Ruberry, 1994). Ultimately, the 

Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO) makes the final decision on whether to approve 

a request for progress payment The following narrator had an acute awareness of the 

impact of his decisions regarding progress payments 

So, you're in a dilemma- do r shut down his progress payment 
and cause bim to probably miss his payroll? Or do r follow the letter 
of the law and the policies guiding progress payments and not allow 
the payment to go out? That's when you have to take a position of 
deciding on following the guidelines or keeping the guy going ... It's 
the 1lI0st difficult decision, j think that an ACO makes of deciding 
whether to allow a payment to go out when they say don't make the 
payment. Because the decision rests with the ACO. And there have 
been times, because of the company and their past history that we 
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have allowed a payment to go through and DCAA has said, 'You 
don't want to make this payment.' And you do it. It causes quite a 
dilemma and the dilemma is between what you're being told and what 
your gut feel is (Narrative # I 0) 

The narrator described two incidents where he felt that his decision on whether to 

approve a company's request for payment affected their ability to survive The first case 

involved a computer company's progress payment request for $250 thousand 

One particular company sent in a progress payment request 
that I denied based on DCAA's knowledge of what was going on. I 
got all kind of calls from the company's president, saying, 'Look, this 
is a lot of money for us, and we need the money to make payroll.' It 
was about 250 thousand dollars ... 'I've got to make bills .... ,· I said, 
'['ve got a thick report from DCAA saying that information you put 
on your progress payment report isn', valid. T have no idea what to 
pay you - you've got to get this straight. Until you do, I can't make 
this payment in all good conscience.' I didn't make the payment. 
Well, they very quickly straightened OUI the problem. And it 
turned out to be more of a paperwork problem, I signed the progress 
payment - I even expedited the payment after I signed it. Short term, 
it squeezed them a little bit. Long term, they completed the contract 
and they did a good job. (Narrative #10) 

In this first case, the contracting officer's decision to reject the payment request in 

accordance with the adverse report from DCAA resulted in only a short term 

inconvenience for the company. However, in the second case, where the same contracting 

officer approved a progress payment contrary to DCAA's recommendation, his gamble did 

not payoff: 

The other case was an SDB [small, disadvantaged business), it 
was three gentlemen who made trainers for tbe Navy. It was SDB 
a nd we wanted to see them do well, - a progress payment came in, 
and these people were living by a string, they were just getting along. 
J made a payment based on that. DCAA said, 'Don't make the 
payment.' 1 made the decision to make the payment. The company 
eventually folded. They folded six months later - it was 50 thousand 
dollars. I knew that ifT cut them olTthen, they were going to fold 
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right then, but ifI could get them past the rough spots, they might 
hang 011, get the contract underway and get the contract done. 
(Nanalive il l0) 

3. Gratuities 

A suhject that frequent ly came up in interviews concerned gratuities from 

contractors. This is not surpri~ing given the emphasis on gratuities in clhical legislation 

and ethical training for acquisition employees In general. the gratuities described took the 

Conn of meals, food gins, or company mementos such as pens or baUcaps. Very rarely did 

an interviewee mentioned any offer of a "blatantly inappropriate" gratuity. A consensus 

among the research interviewees was that although Defense contractors "knew better" -

presumably from the public and statutory attention given to gratuitie~ - they would still 

make questionable offer~ of gratuities As one interviewee recounted his experience ""ith 

Contractors will approach you in subtle kinds of ways, you 
have to say 'no,' not just once, but twice, and continue to say 'no.' I 
had a case, I was negotiating with this contractor, and I dealt with 
them many times before and [was getting to make my award - and he 
said, 'If we get this award, L'm going to give you a really good gift.' I 
told him, 'That would he nice, hut I can't accept anything.' He got 
the contract, but because he was the low offeror and technical 
superior bidder. And it can be easily done with job olTers. It loffers 
of gratuities] could be easier with small purchase, because of 
repetitiveness, and the number of actions. (Narrative in) 

The question of whether to accept gratuities was not always straightforward dut:: 

to the confusion of what the Joint Ethics Regulation (lRR) and the Federal Acquisition 

Regulation (FAR) allow as an exception to the general prohibition against receiving 

gratuities As statt::d in the FAR 

An employee may accept unsolicited gifts having an aggregate 
market value of $20 or less per occasion, provided that the aggregate 
market value of individual gifts receivt::d from anyone person undt::r the 
authority of this paragraph shall not exceed $50 in a calendar year (JER, 
Sec 2635-204) 
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However, under the provisions uflhe Procurement Integri ty Act, procurement officials for 

a specific contract are prohibited prior to award fTOm accepting any gift from a competing 

contractor for that specific contract (FAR, Part 3. 101-2). Funhennore, the FAR defines 

"gratuity or other thing of value" as 

any gift, favor. entertainment, or other item having monetary 
value. The phrase includes services, conference fees, vendor promotional 
tra ining, transportation, lodgings and meals, ,,, The phrase does not include
. Any unsolicited item, other than money, having a market value 0[$10 or 

Jess per event or presentation (FAR, Part 3104.4) 

For one contracting officer, the confusion arose not only because ofthc different dollar 

values - $20 under the fER and $10 under the FAR- given as allowable for acceptance of 

gifts from contractors, but also due to the need to determine "market value" 

A contractor can order flowers, c.andy, in bulk. A box of c.andy 
can cost a contractor only fh:e dollars or ten dollars, where.as, if you 
bought the hox yourself, it would cost twenty-five dollars. So why 
c.an't I accept that? Are they looking at the cost to the contractor, or 
to the puhlic? (Narrat ive #3) 

Another contracting officer faced a dilemma while visiting England where the prevailing 

standards of conduct between suppliers and buyers differed from those "back home." The 

dilemma arose when other U.S . Government employees in the travel party accepted what 

he felt were inappropriate gratuities 

I found myself in a program review once, in Engl.and, and J 
didn't know where were staying, and the next thing I knew, 1 found 
myself in a hotel that's run by Rolls Royce. catered by Rolls Royce, 
everything provided by Rolls Royce. 1 had to extract myself from the 
situation ... _I had to demand to pay for the room. It was a touchy 
situation You always find that situation where contractors want to 
treat you as they would .a commercial customer. I spent a lot of time 
overseas in England, I think it's much more prevalent than it is here. 
The American Defense contractors pretty much understand the 
rules ... jn England, they knew what the rules were, but they wanted 
to conduct business the way they were used to with other customers, 
other governments_ But I had a different code of ethics, standards 
th.at I had to follow_ (Narrative # 9) 
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4. ConDiets of Interest 

As a core value for Government employees, avoidance of conflicts of intere~t was 

understood by interviewees to be essential. They did not question the need to separate 

public and private inwrests, however, they were uncomfortable with the idea of having to 

avoid even the appearance of a conflict of interest One narrator recounted an incident 

that seemed obvious to him in hindsight, but was ambiguous when it occurred five years 

\Vhile we were talking to X Crane, they offered to pay us to 
find used cranes. ,",'hat he does, - cranes are expensive, but there's a 
lot of cranes you can see when you are driving down the road. He 
would offer uS a finder's fee - he would otTer anyone a finder's fee to 
find cranes he could purchase - and he would give you a certain 
percentage of the purchase price as a finder's fee. It sounded like a 
great idea, because I'd see crane.~ along the road people would hal'e 
up for sale. J was in a dilemma, because J didn't know ir J was 
allowed to do that. Was it like him offering me a jub? - and here I'm 
draling with the guy, was there anything wrong with it? (Narrative 
#10) 

The narrator, after thinking about the contractor's offer, went to the legal officer for 

advice 

... the general counsel said that was absolutely the wrong thing 
- we could not have any kind of ties tu that company ir we were 
dealing with it on a contract .... 1t would appear that I was acting as an 
agent ror the company, hooking them Ull with crane sellers and that I 
would be wrong to do it. I'm glad I talked to the counsel, because not 
long after that, I ran across a crane and knowing that J could have 
gotten a linder's fee - I could have called him. He was talking about 
several thousand dollars for each crane that you found. It was a 
dilemma in ethics because I had to decide whether it was wrong and 
go ask the general counsel about it. (Narrative#lO) 

One approach for dealing v.ith the appearance of a wnflict of interest was to limit 

contact \vith any contractors 

I'm at the point where J'll go the gym and meet some retired 
military guys, and they own a restaurant, and they'll say, 'Come on,' 
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• have a get together or something - and J just try to avoid those 
kinds of situations - because I don't want to give the appearance of 
even doing anything wrong. (Narrative #9) 

Another contracting officer dealt with the issue of conflict of interest by consulting 

with local legal counselors before he met with anyone in private indust!)· 

Because the ethics laws are so stringent, and I don't 
understand them nearly as well as J should, I've gotten into the habit 
of picking up the phone and caning the lawyers. I have a friend, who 
retired from the Na,'y three years ago ... I've known twenty-three 
years, who used to be a DPRO commander - now in private industry. 
I call counsel before I go out to dinner - he's in town selling to the 
Government. He's not selling to [Narrator's command] or to me ... J 
want to make sure that when I'm seen in his company, and someone 
calls the hotline, I won't be shot at dawn every time 1 have a contact 
with someone in private industry. J have a friend, who is now a 
beltway bandit ... we were ensigns together. Every single time we go 
out to lunch ... 1 call counsel. J don't want to get caught short. Is it 
necessary? No. But do J do it? Yes. It takes me about 2 minutes. 
They ask back the right questions. Am I paranoid in that arena? I'd 
like to think not, but am I very, very careful? Yes. (Narrative #8) 

5. 8(a) Small Business Preferences 

Section 8(a) under the Small Busine~s Act allows for preferential procurement 

treatment for "small and disadvantaged businesses" (SDBs). which by statutory definition 

are minority-owned businesses . Two interviewees in this study shared anecdotes where the 

program had been misused In the follov-..jng situation, the contracting officer felt 

powerless to correct unfair concessions made for an SDB firm His powerlessness 

resulted primarily from the customer's hierarchial position and authority over the 

contracting activity. The customer dictated the outcome of the source selection process 

over which the contracting officer would normally have control. Because the finn qualified 

for preferential treatment under the 8(a) program, the customer's ability to direct 
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that his requirement be fulfilled by a particular firm was easier than if the fi rm had not 

qualified as an SDB 

I had another instance with an 8(a) contractor for a 
requirement for someone in the Pentagon that was very inlluential, 
let's say. They needed some support for their computers and they 
handpiCked this 8(a) contractor. We got reports back from DCAA 
saying that the contractor's accounting system was inadequate, and 
they fo und stuff that wasn't allocable to the business, such as church 
donations, parking tickets. and my contracting officer refused to sign 
the contract. The customer came to my director of contracts and said, 
'\Ve need something in place, we need this contrJ.ctor on board.' It 
was an executive decision by two levels above me, that the contract 
would be signed b~' the following Tuesday (KaITative #11) 

A~ a means afforcing the contractor to correct the accounting deficiencies, the 

contracting officer stipulated in the contract that DeM would conduct a post-award 

audit 

'VI.' put a clause in the contract that the contractor would correct 
the deficiencies in the accounting system, and we would do a post
award aud it. We did a post-award audit, the contractor failed in the 
accounting system. After the second audit, J)CAA submitted some 
recommendations; the contractor had them corrected by the third 
audit. Finally, the contractor had an adequate contracting system. It 
took them about a year. There were a lot of supplies and services 
bought from that contractor during that year, and I'm not .~o sure 
that the rates they provided were all that accurate. 
(Narrat ive #11) 

Another interviewee expres~ed ambivalence ahout the 8(a) program. \Vhile his 

experiences with 8(a) firms had been good for the most part, he thought that the length of 

time that a finn can remain in the 8(a) program was too long 

A vef)'large percentage of our large purchases are 
constroction - most of which go to an 8(a) company. For here, 8(a) 
works really well- we have great number of good 8(a) construction 
companies. They do good work, prohably as good as any of the other 
companies. I don't know if they would all survive without the 
program But I've seen the other .~jde, I think they're in it too long, 9 
years - I think 5 years at the most would be better .... They're using the 
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system Like rXYZ] - the owner is Filipino, he's getting ready to 
graduate out of the program - his brother will take over the company 
and then they will get back into the 8(a) program. (Narrative #1) 

In both of the interviews, the narrators recognized the purpose of the 8(a) program but 

had concerns about its affect on Government procurement_ Their concern retlects current 

public debate on the validity of such minority-focused programs which has amplified 

doubts of their necessity and fairness 

E. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

As discussed in Chapler III, Literature Review, Harold F. Gartner's study of 42 

federal public managers identified five points of reference that influence ethical decision 

making (Gortner, 199 1) . In decreasing order of importance, Gortner defined the points 

of reference as (I) the law and implementing rules and regulations, (2) organizational 

dynamics, (3) individual characteristics, (4) professions and codes of ethics related to 

those professions, and (5) philosophical or cultural values. Based on the prominence of 

the five influences in the research respondents' descriptions of ethical dilemmas, data in 

this study show a different order of significance for the five points of reference In 

decreasing order of imponance, the ranking of the points of reference is: (I) the law and 

implement ing rules and regulations, (2) professional ethics, (3) organizational dynamics, 

(4) individual characteristics, and (5) philosophical or cultural values 

1. The Law and Implementing Rules lind Regulations 

The domination of law as an influence on ethical decision making emerged from 

the respondents' inclination toward a formalist approach in solving ethical dilemmas 

They depended on rules, as set by the law or regulations, to define ethical actions. As 

with the public managers of Gartner's study, who 

regularly mentioned the law - usually referring to specific statutes, rules, or 
regulations - as they described the ethical situations they faced and the 
actions they took (Gartner, 1991, p_ 52), 

the acquisition employees interviewed made frequent references to the Federal Acquisition 

Regulation (FAR) and the Procurementlntegnty Act (PIA) The FAR and the PIA acted 
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as the primary guidance for resolution of ethical issues This rcliance on rule was 

strikingly demonstrated by one contracting officer's distress over his inability to obtain 

cost and pricing information (as required by the FAR) for communication devices nceded 

by a combat unit deployed overseas 

They didn't provide any cost or (lricing information. And we 
asked them to provide that to us, and that was the as point we saw it, 
"This is kind of outrageous. Can }'OU justify this?" And we had only 
one source for this communication devices. It was a true emergency. 
The stuff was shipped out the next day. And we told them that we 
weren't going to sign without any j ustification; it was unpleasant 
beCliUSt we had no negotiating position whatsoever. I've try to stay 
away from that contractor. (Narrative #7) 

Even though the contracting officer recognized the need for the communication devices as 

"a true emergency," he defined the ethical dilemma solely in terms of his ability to comply 

with th!;.': FAR He seemed unable to perceive the decision to award the contract as ethical 

from either a utilitarian perspective - the benefits of obtaining thtl communication dcvices 

immediately versus their cost, or from a humanitarian pcrsptlctivtl - the incrtlascd safety of 

the combat troops provided by the eommurncation devices 

Just as important as the FAR and the PIA., legal counsdors playtld a prominent 

role in im!;.':rviewees' ethical decision making They not only served as consultants for 

clarifYing what th!;.': interviewees' felt were ambiguous guidelines, but they also reaffirmed 

obvious (to the interviewt!e) dtlcisions. S!;.':vcral of the interview!;.':cs routinely consulted 

with a legal counselor on all decisions concerning potential confii(;t of interest issues. This 

was not because the interviewees did not know the correct action to take, but as an extra 

safeguard against what the interviewees perceived as the harsh consequtlnces of violating 

ethics regulations 

Present in the in\!;.':rviews was a sense of the legal counselor as the "ethics expert" 

in the organization. In ntlarly all of the aetivities represented in this study, the Designated 

Agency Ethics Official (DAEO) was the legal counsel. The JER codifies this role for 

counselors, by assigrnng the responsibility ofDAEO to the General Counselor of each 
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DOD Component (JER, Sec. 1-405). Furthennore the JER directs the General Counsel 

for DOD to maintain the Standards of Conduct Office and oversee and coordinate DOD 

Component ethics programs. (JER, Sec. 1-407) . This blending of legal and ethical advisor 

roles made it difficult for interviewees to separate legal and ethical issues 

2. Professional Ethics 

The most significant difference in the ranking ofthe five points ofreference from 

the ranking in Gortner's study of Federal public managers is the increased importance of 

professional ethics. Gortner found the relatively weak influence of professional codes on 

etmcal decision making to be a surprising result of his study (Gartner, 1991, pA3) 

Where Gartner ranked its impact on decision making as fourth, this study shows it to have 

a greater relevance AJthough there is not an explicit "Code of Ethics for Government 

Acquisit ion Employees," per se, the interviewees in tms study expressed an awareness of 

what Government acquisition employees specifically should or should not do DUs 

awareness extended beyond merely following legal mandates. The interviewees seemed to 

have an understanding of the ethical principles that underlie regulations For example, in 

the anecdote of the contracting officer who visited England for a program review with 

Rolls Royce, the contracting officer's decision not to participate in many of the company

sponsored activities came out of his "orientation as a contracting professional" (Narrative 

#9), despite his non-contracting position on the program review team 

The awareness of what is ethical for Government contracting employees stems 

from the incorporation of ethical principles into the FAR and the PIA, which correspond 

to the business positions identified by Steidlmeir (1987) and the National Association of 

Purchasing Management (NAPM) Standards of Purchasing practices. Specific ethical 

principles most often referred to by research participants were the impropriety of 

accepting of gratuities and the avoidance of conflict of interests Another ethical principle, 

to "promote positive supplier relationships through courtesy and impartiality in all phrases 
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of the purchasing cyeie ," (Shennan, 1991 , p 366) was tht'l source discomfort tor 

interviewees who viewed the Government-contractor relationship as adversarial 

3. Organizational Dynamics 

In this study, organizational dynamics became a factor in decision making as a 

result of an influential customer's ability to direct a contracting officer's decision. For 

example, in the case of the emergency requirement for communication devices, the 

pressure from a senior officer forced the C()mracting officer to accept a higher price from 

the contractor than he feli was appropriate (Narrative #7) In another instance, "someone 

in the Pentagon who was very influential," handpicked the COntractor and obtained 

exceptional concessions for the contractor 0Jarrative illl ) 

Another aspect of organizational dynamics which affected decisions was the 

perception of support fro m within a contracting activity. If a contracting officer felt 

confident that a decision would be supported, then a dilemma was more easily resolved 

I've been placed in this situation (pulled rank on) a couple of 
t imes_ I must say, at this office and at my prior command, my 
command supported [mel_ I've never had an}'one say, 'You have to do 
it that way anywa}'-' (Narrative #3) 

\Vhere there was no conulland support, the contracting officer had no recourse but to 

meet the demands of an influential customer 

The situation ,,'ould ha,,'e heen easier if we had gone with 
another 8(a) contractor. I think it could have been handled better, 1 
thiuk that our top level management should have sided with the 
contracting officer's decision of not awarding the contract until the 
accounting system was completely fixed, because once the contract 
was in place, there was no incenti\'e for the contractor to make 
improvement. But this was an extremely important 
customer •... (?\larrative # 11) 

5, Individual Characteristics 

Individual characteristics, as a factor for affecting ethical decision making was not 

as significant as was observed in Gortner's study. This is due in part to the prominence of 

the law as an influence on decision making The pervasiveness of acquisition reb,'Ulations 
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that govern every aspect of the acquisition process dilutes the effect of individual 

characteristics 

t\ discernible individual characteristic which did influence interviewees in theiT 

ethical decision making was the amount of experience an individual possessed. In general, 

the more years of experience an interviewee had in the acquisition system, the more likely 

they were to question the law and implementing regulation.~ Those interviewees spoke 

about ethical decisions from a hroader perspective, rather than in terms of specific 

provisions addressed by the regulations 

There wcre incidences where interviewees made references to the idea of fairness, 

based on theiT own personal values. For example, one interviewee strived to impan 

fairness in his decisions on progress payment requests by incorporating his "gut fed" in his 

decision making. His idea of fairness placed humanitarian values over the formalist view 

represented by nCAA auditors 

But you have leeway, sometimes you',,'e got to go against 
nCAA because nCAA i~ very black and white. They have no gray 
areas. lfsomething's wrong, they report it and then they're done 
with it. They kind of wash their hands of it and say, 'ACO, I say no; 
do what you're going to do.' Use your best gut feel, because 
sometimes your gut feel is sometimes a lot smarter than looking at the 
black and white ofthings .... And you'n got to remember that every 
decision you make is a decision that affects human beings. But you 
can't be generous, you (',an't be to the point where you're just going to 
say yes all of the time .... (Narrative #10) 

In other examples, fairness was defined in utilitarian terms of marketplace values, 

such as the preference for competition. An interviewee who spoke about an example of a 

misuse ofthc 8(a) program cited fairness as a primary concern. He had observed what he 

saw as unfair results of preferential treatment given to SDB finns 

"'e once had 46 large construction contracts - 44 of them went 
8(a). I thought that was a little bit disproportionate. When J went to 
our SBA office and told the SBA guy, 'It's not fair to the commercial 
market,' He said that 'Fair is not in my vocabulary.' (Narrative #1) 
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Another interviewee spoke about the acquisition system's emphasis on getting the 

lowest plice possible from contractors, and questioned the fairness of forcing a contractor 

to renegotiate the contract option price 

When we've set up the contract and negotiated the base plus 
the option years, we've put a great deal of ellort into structuring the 
thing, where we',,'e said this is the right price for the system we're 
buying. And the contractor has put in a IOL..when they've established 
that price and those option years' prices, they're thinking about their 
fa cilities investments, th ey're thinking about their lahor pool, they 
knuw they don't have a guarantee they're going to get those options 
extrcised, but they've got to make some econonlic decisiuns •••. Now we 
come along and say, 'T hat price isn't low enough for us.' There's 
nothing illegal about what we're doing, but is that unethical? Is that 
reaUy an ethical way to do business? Or are we just rueling the fires 
of this adversarial relationship with the contractor? (Narrative #9) 

Also apparent in the above narrative is the interviewee's acknowledgement of a social 

responsibil ity to the Defense Industry, which employs a large ponion of the nation's 

workforce 

5. Philosophical or Cultural Values 

As with Gortner's study, the participants in this research did not specifically cite 

philosophical or societal cultural values as influencing their decisions on ethical issues 

Rather, the cultural values which influenced decisions were less universal, but integral to 

the culture of the Government and its acquisition system These values such as the 

implied Government code of ethics - sacredness of publi!.: trust , separation of private and 

public interests, ami the imponance of avoiding the appearance of wrongdoing - and 

cultural values of the acquisition system, such as the preference for competition and the 

emphasis on "lowest price," shaped most of the decision making 

F. SUMMARY 

TillS chapter has presented the data collectcd in interviews conducted with l2 

research participants. Analysis ofthe data has revealed three general areas that generated 

ethical di lemmas for interviewees the ethieal environment. contracting officers' 
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relationships \"';th customers, and their relationships with contractors. The research 

respondents tended to define ethical dilerrunas from a formalist point of view and relied on 

rules given by the law and regulations to help them resolve the dilemmas, Jnterviewees 

described the ethical environment as restrictive, and questioned the need for detailed 

restrictions and administrative requirements mandated by the JER and the Procurement 

Integrity Act 

In discussions concerning their relationships with customers, research participants 

spoke about conflicts between customers' demands and statutory requirements. Specific 

factors which determined how an inten!iewee dealt with such issues were the availability 

cftime, the urgency oflhe customer's requirement, the amount of"clout" a customer 

possessed over the contracting activity and the dollar value of the affected contract 

Relationships with contractors represented another source of ethical dilemmas for 

interviewees. Pricing issues and gratuities were the subject of many of the narratives and 

raised questions about the validity of related re6'Uiations. Interviewees expressed 

ambivalence about regulations that foster an adversarial relationship between the 

Government and contractors 

Comparison of the analysis with the results of Gonner's snldy of public managers 

confirms his finding that the law and its implementing regulations are the most relcvJnt 

factor for ethical decision making by Government employees. For the acquisition 

employees interviewed for this study, the law played an cven bigger role than for the 

public managers in Gortner's study. A significant difference of this study from Gartner's, 

is the prominence of the sense of a professional code of ethics 

Chapter \11, Ethical Case Studies, presents eleven case studies based on narratives 

collected in the interviews of this study. Instructional notes and questions have been 

developed for each of the case studies, using the analysis developed in this chapter, and 

ethical theory and issues discussed in Chapter Ill, Literature Review 
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VI. ETHICAL CASE SCENARlOS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents a format for dis(.:Ussion of ethical issues found in eleven case 

narratives compiled from interviews conducted in this study. A training module 

wnsist ing of Chapter VI, Ethical Case Scenarios, Chapter II, Background, and Chapter 

III, Literature Review, can be used to supplement ethical training to members of the 

acquisition workforce. For a reproducible copy of the training module, contact Professor 

Susan P _ Hocevar, Code 51-VBe, Department of Systems Management, Naval 

Postgraduate School. Monterey. California, 93943-5000 

Section B Curnishes general teadting notes for group discussion of the cases 

Discussion questions comprise two groups of questions The first group forms a standard 

listing of case objectives and is derived from Josephson's "Five Steps to Principled 

Thinking" (Josephson, 1993, pp. 39-4 1). The case objectives concentrate on identification 

of ethical issues and possible solutions based on the facts presented in an individual case 

The second group of questions structures analysis of the ethical decision making process 

using traditional ethical theory and Gortner's identification of five factors which influence 

Government managers' decision making (Gortner, 1991) 

Section C presents the eleven cases, arranged topically into four subject areas 

(I) (;0nflict of interest, (2) gratuit ies, (3) customer "urgent requirements," and (4) 

business relationships v.'ith contractors. Each case includes the case narrative, discussion 

of the case objectives, and an epilogue which reveals how the ethical situation was actually 

resolved \\'hcrc appropriate, additional questions address issues raised by the epilogue 

and test conclusions drawn from the case by requiring the reader to consider the case with 

modified facts 
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B. GENERAL TEACHLl'oiG NOTES 

I. Case Objectives 

The case objectives consist off OUT questions which have been condensed from 

Josephson's "five steps to principled reasoning" (Josephson, 1993, ) 

I. Clarify Determine precisely what must be decided. Fonnulate and devise the 
full range of alternatives 

2. Evaluate : Ifany of the options require the sacrifice of any ethical 
principle, evaluate the facts and assumptions carefully 

3. Decide: After evaluating the information availahle, make a 
judgment about what is or is not true, and about what 
consequences are mosl likely to occur 

4. Implement: Once a decision is made on what to do, develop a plan 
of how to implement the decision in a way that maximizes the 
benefits and minimizes the costs and risks 

5. Monitor and Modify: An ethical decision maker should monitor the 
I!ffects of decisions and be prepared and willing to revise a plan, 
or tak e a different course of action, based on new information 

The four questions used in the case objectives are 

I. Identify the ethical issue{s) pre.~ented by the case. 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s) presented by the case. 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

The intent of these case objectives is to launch discussion of an individual case Emphasis 

should be on identification of the ethical dilemmas presented by the case and possible 

solutions to the dilemmas 

2. Analysis of the Decision l\laking Process 

Questions focusing on the decision making process expand the discussion ofthe 

5eoond case objective listed above_ Gonner's five factors and the three theoret ical views of 

etmcs absolutistic, utilitarian, and humanitarian - provide a useful framework for analysis 
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ofthc dccision making proC(;SS for rcsolution ofcthical dilemmas. The discussion 

qucstions arc arranged according to Gortncr's fivc factors law, organizational dynamics. 

professional ethics, individual characteristics, and philosophical or cllltilral values 

Allhough these questions have not been included in Section C, they ale rneanllo be used 

v,ith ea(;h case 

a Law 

I. no,," does the Federal Acquisition Rt.gulation and the 
Procurement Integrity Act apply to the ethical dilemma? 

2. Is the law or regulation an obstacle or an aid tow.'IIrd resoll-ing 
the ethic.al issue at hand? 

b. Organizational Dynamics 

I. How can the decision maker's position in his or her 
organization's hierarchy influence his or her perception of the 
ethical dilemma? 

2. How might the decision maker's position in the organizational 
hierarchy affect his or her ability to resoh'e the ethical 
dilemma? 

3. Row could the organization's culture, with regards to the 
stated and practiced ethical values, influence resolution ofthe 
ethical dilemma? 

4. now could the organization's culture, with rt.gards to the kind 
of interaction and communication among employees and 
supervisors, affect resolution of the ethical dilemma? 

Co Professional Ethics 

I. What business or purchasing ethical principle could be applied 
to the ethical situation? 

d. Individual Characten.\'tics 

In brief, Kohlberg defines six moral developmental stages which rank 

motivatioll 01 incentives for doing "good" from imm31\lre to most mature 

First Stage Fear ofpunishrnent. or desire for reward 

Sec-ond Stage Self-gratification 
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Third Stage Group acceptance and approval 

Fourth Stage Respect for law and order 

Fifth Stage Recognition of higher societal principles 

Sixth Stage Acknowledgement and acceptance of 
universal ethical principles 

l. How might an individual's moral developmental stage 
innuence how he or she resolves the ethical dilemma? 

2. If a decision maker tends to favor one of the three basic ethical 
views ~ absolutistic, utilitarian, or humanitarian - in what way 
could his or her ethical approach determine how the ethical 
dilemma is resolved? 

3. How might an individual's personal background, such as 
religious beliefs, education, and job experience, shape his or 
her perception of the ethical dilemma? 

e. Philowphicalor Cultural "Values 

Some of the DOD acquisition system's cultural values may be defined by 

the recent shift from emphasis on "lowest price" to "best value," a preference for 

competition, and the desire to protect taxpayer interests 

1. ,",'hat else may be considered as a cultural value for the DOD 
acquisition system? 

2. How might the acquiSition system's cultural values affect 
resolution of the ethical dilemma? 

C. CASE SCENARIOS 

I. Conflict of Interest Cases 

Avoidance of conflicts of interest by separating private and public interests 

represents a core issue addressed by ethics legislation. The reason for avoiding conflicts 

of interest is to ensure "complete impartiality with preferential treatment for none, except 

as authorized by statute or regulation." (FAR, Part 3. 101-1) All three of the following 

cases, Training jor Process Facilitators, Any CO/iSt11lction: Only $1995, and Computer 

5;ervicesjor {he Pentagon. raise the issue oran appearance of preferential treatment, 
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however, AllY Conslmetion presents the ~trongest evidence of actual preferential 

treatment Computer ServIces/or the Pemagoll shows two kinds ofprcferential 

treatment, that which is "authorized by statute or regulation" and that which comes out of 

an official's personal preference for a particular firm In the case, the reason for the 

official's preference is not known, but it does foster the appearance of a conflict of 

interest 

The Procurement Integrity Act speaks to the conduct of Govenunent employees, 

acting as procurement officials, and contractors during the pre-award phases of a specific 

procurement. In general, the Act prohibits the transfer or communication of proprietary 

(from competing contractors) and source ~election information between procurement 

officials and contractors. As defined by the Act, procurement officials includes those 

Govenunent employees who participate "personally and substantially" in the preparation 

of a purchase request, the drafting of a specification or statement of work, the preparation 

of a solicitation for the procurement, selection of sources, and review and approval of the 

wntra,,'! award forthe procurement (FAR, Part 3 104) . This definition is panicularly 

significant for Any Construction, because the engineers, as preparers oftbe purchase 

requests and specifications for construction jobs, are prohibited from disclosing 

infomJation to a competing contractor which would "Jeopardize tbe integrity or successful 

completion of the procurement concerned" (FAR, Part 3.104-4k) 

3, Case One 

Training/or Process Facilitators 

Case ~arrdtive 

Ms. Lewis, a buyer in a contracting activity, receives a phone call from the 

owner of a business that provides TQL training. The O\.vner, Mr Johnson, tells Ms_ Lewis 

that the Naval Base will be sending over a purchase request for is services and he wanls \0 

make sure that the purchasc request will be processed quickly. The Naval Base has 

scheduled the training to begin within a few days As the Naval Base had not yet 



submitted its purchase request to the contracting office, Ms. Lewis tells Mr. Johnson that 

she cannot tell when or to whom a contract will be awarded until she has evaluated the 

requirement. The next day, Mr, Johnson calls Ms . Lewis and tells her that his friend, 

Commander Alexander (the Director of Contracting), had already told him that he would 

probably gel the contract, and additionally, he is 10 receive fun payment prior 10 the 

beginning of the training. Mr. Johnson is experiencing cash flow problems in his firm, and 

he is insistent about receiving advance payment 

M5 Lewis is unaware of any association between Commander Alexander 

and Mr. laMson, other than what Mr. Johnson claims is a friendship . However, the 

contractor does happen to be an acquaintance ofCornmandcr Alcxandcr. Additionally, 

Commander Alexandcr had commissioned him as a speaker for the Supply Corps Ball 

two months earlier 

Case Objectives 

1. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

Ms. Lewis faces the dilemma of deciding whcther to infonn her boss, 

Commandcr Alexandcr. about Mr. Johnson's insinuations that hc has been promised the 

contract. The potential appearancc ofa connict of inter cst arising from Mr. Johnson's 

fiiendship with the Director of Contracting could give the impression that he has special 

acccss to contracts for training Mr. Johnson's references to his friendship with the 

Director of Contracting reinforces that impression 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s) presented by the case. 

As an aspect of the organization's d)TIamics, the approachability of 

Commander Alexander is one factor that will determine how Ms. Lewis decides to resolve 

the issue. If Commander Alexander encourages frank communication with his 

employees, Ms Lewis will find it easier to inform him afMr Johnson's remarks. If, 

however, Ms. Lewis expects him to take offense and interpret her reporting of.Mr 

lohnson's remarks as an accusation, she will probably decide not to inform him 
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Compounding the issue is the fact that the training contract would not be 

competed Mr. Johnson would be "sole source." This is due to the amount of time 

available to find an instructor The Government acquisition system's cultural preference for 

competition may compel Ms. Lev.ris to insist that the Naval Base's training requirement be 

competed Regulatory guidelines for advance payments are another factor wruch will 

impact resolution of the issue. The Naval Base's training requirements does not meet the 

conditions for advance payments under the FAR (FAR, Pitl132 4) 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

Ms. Lewis should inform Commander Alexander of Mr. Johnson's remarks 

Once he has been made aware of the ,ituation, the Director of Contracting should recuse 

himself fi-om any contracting process with Mr_ Johnson Additionally, ifthe Naval Base 

can reschedule the training, the contract could be competed 

4, What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

Open communication in the organization about ethical issues will 

encourage employees to identify and bring attention to ethical situations as they occur 

The Director needs also to stress the importance of perceived unethical actions as well as 

actual misconduct 

Periodic training on the contract process with potential contractors will 

reinforce guidelines for contract financing, the appearance of conflict of interest, and 

proper conduct with customers and Government buyers. Educating customers on the 

contracting process will help them to understand why the process takes time, and perhaps 

persuade them to submit their purchase requests in sufficient time to meet their 

requirements Earlier identification of the Naval Base's training requirement would have 

alleviated the sense of urgency that might have led to improper shortcuts to meet the 

requirement 
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Epilogue 

When the huyer alerted the Director to 11r. Johnson's assertion that he had 

been promised the contract and advance payment, the Director recused himself The 

Deputy Director was to handle any transactions concerning the purchase request for the 

training However, the Naval Rase never submitted its purchase request. Instead, the 

Sase hired 11r Johnson through the Human Resources Office as a temporary employee 

Additional Questions for Discussion 

L If Mr. Johnson had been awarded the contract 
and Commander Alexander did not leam about 
Mr. Johnson's assertions until after the fact, how 
could he alleviate the appearance offavoritism? 

2. Suppose Mr. Johnson's assertions were true, and 
Ms. Lewis had disconred that Commander 
Alexander did promise Mr. Johnson the 
contract, how might Ms. Lewis resolve the issue? 

3. If 1\lr. Johnson had made the assertions to the 
customer originating the requirement for the 
Naval Base, what should the customer have 
done? 

h. Case Two 

Any Construction: Only 51995 

Case Narrative 

A contracting officer notices that several requests for construction jobs 

from a particular customer each have estimated costs of$1995 The recurring figure of 

S 1995 catches the contracting officer's attention and he researches his records and decides 

that the frequency of the number $1995 is more than just coincidence. The contract 

awards for the construction jobs seem to center on the same group of three or four 

contractors. That the estimates fall just under $2000 also seems particularly significant to 

the contracting officer Under provisions ofthe Davis-Bacon Act, the contracting officer 
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has to obtain wage rate approval from the Department of Labor (DOt) for constmction 

contracts of$2000 and over. Tllis proce~~ of deciding the wage rates and getting approval 

from DOL usually requires sixty days 

The Government engineers drafting the construction requirements are supposed to 

develop the cost estimates independently. \Vhile the engineers can contact construction 

firms as part of their market research, their estimates should result from independent 

analysis, not just replicate construction firms' estimates Because of the inordinate amount 

of time that contractors spend with the engineers, the contracting officer suspects that cost 

estimates for nearly 75% of the small (under 52000) construction jobs have not heen 

developed independently from construction contractors. He routinely calls up the 

contractor, describes ajob, and finds that the contractor's price quotation matches the 

Government engineers' cost estimate exactly He doubts that the time-consuming process 

of obtaining wage rates would sufficiently motivate construction firms to underquote 

construction jobs. Instead, the contracting officer is concerned that construction job~, 

which may have cost 51000, or $1300, for example, are being quoted to the 52000 ceiling 

Case Objectives 

1. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

The contracting officer suspects that the engineers are deliberately 

overpricing construction jobs in collusion with contractors Tn addit ion to the inflated cost 

estimates, the engineers' dealings with the contractors raise questions about their 

impartiality in drafting the purchase requests and writing the specifications and statements 

of work for construction jobs . If the contractors are submitting proposals using 

information obtained trom the engineers they can be held liable under the Procurement 

Integrity Act, as can the engineers. The contracting officer can either ignore the situation 

or try to correct it 

The reasonableness ofthc $2000 threshold for DOL wage determination is 

another issue As a consequence of the relatively low dollar value for construction jobs, 



the threshold provokes customers to "split requirements" in order to shorten the amount 

of time required to award a construction contract Breaking this rule, while illegal, may be 

the ethical action to take 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s) presented by the case. 

Uncertainty about what is actually going on in the engineers' offices could 

make the contracting officer hesitant to act The amount of information available, and the 

kind of rapport between the contracting activity and the customer command, will influence 

how the issue is resolved. If the contracting officer has a strong affinity with thtl 

customer command, he may feel torn between feelings ofloyalty and his sense of duty to 

report the suspected fraud 

How the issue is resolve will also depend on how the customer C(Immand 

views the situation For example, ifas a result ofa utilitarian analysis the command 

decides that the amount of inflated costs represents an insignificant ponion of the 

command's total budget, the command may resist efforts to legally prosecute the 

engmecrs Imtead, the conunand may opt to take less severe disciplinary measures 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) ofthis ease be resolved? 

The contracting officer through his supervisor, could alert the customer 

command of the unusual frequency of the $1995 construction estimates. Another means 

of obtaining independent estimates would be to have another activi ty perform the 

estimates_ Since the evidence indicates a strong possibility of fraud , referring the problem 

to an investigation service would be an appropriate action 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

Employees of customer commands, who are directly involved in the 

drafting of specifications and specifications for purchase requests, need to be included in 

training on the Procurement Integrity Act. Periodic training, for constmction finns, in 

addition to the mandated Procurement Integrity Act contract clauses, would ensure that 

the contractors understood the provisions of the Act 
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Epilogue 

Based on the high number of construction estimates being quoted at $ 1995, 

and the constant presence of contractors in the engineers' offices, the contracting officer 

notified the Defense Investigate Service (DIS) 

Additional Questions for Discussion 

1. Should the contracting officer ha\'e informed the 
engineers' command of his suspicions before 
calling DIS? Why or Why not? 

2. llow would a higher DOL threshold impact the 
engineers and the contractors in this case? 
Would it change any of the ethical issues? 

c. Case Three 

Computer Services for the Pentagon 

A bigh-level Pentagon official has handpicked an 8(a) (small, 

disadvantaged business) to provide support for the computers in his organization 

Because the contra<.-1 is less than $3 million, the contracting officer can award to thc 8(a) 

firm without compctition. 13ased on their pre-award survey of the finn, auditors from the 

Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) assess the firm' ~ accounting system as deficient 

They discover many accounting irreb'll larities such as the allocation of church donations 

and parking tickets to business expenses. The auditors pass on the information to the 

contracting officer, recommending that the contract not be awarded to the firm 

Under normal circumstances, the contract ing officer disqualifies companies with such 

severe accounting problems from contract awards. The contracting officer refilses to sign 

the computer sC['I.oiccs contract until thc firm fi xes its accounting system 

v.'hen the Pentagon official leams of the contracting officer's refusal to 

award thc contract, he calls the Director of Contracts and insists that the 8(a) firm be 

given the contract The contracting officer is ordered to sign the contract by the fol1o\.\':!ng 
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Tuesday. To mitigate the risk caused hy the deficient accounting system, the contracting 

officer inserts a contract clause requiring that the firm correct the deficiencies and undergo 

a post-award audit. The firm fails the post-award audit After a second audit. DCAA 

provides the firm with additional reconunendations on how 10 improve its accounting 

system and correct the problems A year after receiving the contract, the f!Tm finally has 

an adequate accounting system 

Case Objectives 

1. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

The primary issue in this case is the Pentagon official's improper use of his 

authority to interfere in the procurement Another issue is the favoritism shown to the 

8(a) firm, and the possibility of a conflict of in tereSI, due to the Pentagon official's 

handpicking of the computer services finn . 

2. Identify factors which could impact rrsolution of the ethical 
issue(s)presented by the case. 

A significant factor which will impact any decision regarding the contract 

award is the Pentagon official's hierarchial position and authority over the contracting 

activity. Another factor is the finn·s status as an 8(a) finn. which allows it to receive the 

contract without having to compete for it 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

If the contr3.(;ting activity explains the extent and significance of the fum's 

problems with its accounting system, the Pentagon official may have to agree to the 

selection of another 8(a) contractor. Perhaps by gently pointing out the appearance ofa 

conflict of interest, the contracting activity may convince the Pentagon official that 

awarding to another contractor would be the best course of action 

The organizational dynamics in this case, as defined by the Pentagon's 

official's power and influence over the contracting activity, limit the contracting officer's 

abi lity to oppo~e the official For this reason, this issue is probably one that the 

contracting officer should raise to a higher level 
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4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

Betler communications between the contracting activity and the Pentagon 

official may have prevented his interference_ The provisions of the the Procurement 

Integrity Act need to be stressed to customers as well as acquisition employees 

Epilogue 

The contracting officer was not able to find out why the Pentagon official 

wanted that particular firm for computer support As it turns 0\11, the firm performed well, 

but there were questions about the accuracy and validity of the costs for supplies and 

services provided at the beginning of the contract due to the inadequacies of the 

accountmg system 

Additional Questions for Discussion 

I. Uthe computer service firm's past history shows 
it be an outstanding performer, how might the 
finn's performance history affect the contracting 
officer's consideration of its accounting 
irregularities in his decision on whether to award 
the contract? 

2. IIow would the contracting officer's ability to 
oppose the Pentagon official's insistence on the 
particular firm change if he knew there was an 
actual connict of interest? 

2. Gratuil)' Cases 

The intent of prohibit ions in business and Government codes of conduct against 

acceptance of gratuities is to prevent improper influence on an employee's decisions. As 

stated in the National Associat ion ofPur(;hasing Management Standards of Purchasing 

Practice. an individual should avoid accepting money or gifts "which might influence, or 

appear 10 influence purchasing decisions (Shennan, 1991 , p 365)" In addition to the 

provisions of the Procurement Integrity Act, which prohibits acceptance of gratuities by 
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Govenunent employees involved in the awarding of a specific contract, the FAR forbids 

the acceptance of gratuities from anyone who, 

has interests that may be substantially affected by the performance or 
nonperfonnancc of the employee's official duties (FAR, Part 3.103) 

As with conflict of interest issues, the appearance of being influenced by a gratuity is to he 

avoided as strenuously as the actual trading of influence for a gift or "other thing of 

value" 

a. Case Four 

Courtesy of Rolls Royce 

Case Narrative 

A Naval officer participates in a program review of a project headed up by 

Rolls Royce As a business financial manager, the officer assists the Program .\1anager in 

financial planning for the program and formulate~ and monitors execution of the program's 

budget. The Naval officer al~ has prior experience as a contracting officer which mak~s 

him s~nsitive to the issues of contractor gratuities. When the Naval officer arrives in 

England, the site of Rolls Royce's offices and manufacturing plants for the project, he 

discovers that the team's lodging is in a hotel run by Rolls Royce. The offieer soon 

realizes that Rolls Royce is paying for nearly every aspect of the hospitality, including 

lavish meals, and tours of the city. Most of the other team members do not think that 

there is anything inappropriate about letting Rolls Royce pay for everything. Apparently, 

the prevailing standards of conduct between suppliers and buyers differ significantly from 

the standards between U.S. companies and Government buyers The dilemma arises when 

other US Gov~rnment employees accept what the contracting officer feels are 

mappropnate gratUltles 
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Ca~e Objectives 

I. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented by tht. case. 

The primary issue is the officer's responsibility for preventing the group 

from accepting what he recognizes as improper gratuities from Rolls Royce. Even if he 

decides to pay fo r his OW11 lodging and meals> Rolls Royce's hospitality could taint the 

overall objectivity of the program review team if the other members continue to accept the 

gratuities Another issue is whether the dif'rerent standards of conduct in a foreign 

count ry justifY ignoring rules under U S standards of conduct which govern relationships 

between the Government and suppliers 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s) presented by the case. 

The officer's individual characteristics, such as his sense of responsibi li ty to 

the group as a whole and his level of ethical maturity as defined by Kohlberg , will impact 

how he resolves the issue. Because other members of the program review team seem 

unconcerned about the impropriety of accepting Rolls Royce's hospitality, the officer 

might give in to subtle peer pressure and decide to disregard his own misgivings_ "When 

in Rome, do as the Romans do," could be a rationalization for not questioning the 

propriety of accepting Rolls Royce's hospitality 

One aspect of the team's organizational dynamics which will be a factor in 

the officer's decision is the degree of authority the officer has over the other members. If 

he is senior to most of the other memben he could "pull rank" and direct the program 

review team to refuse the gratuities If there is no significant difference in rank among the 

team members, the officer may decide to try and persuade the other members to refuse the 

gratuities However, if the officer is the junior member on the team he may be reluctant to 

actively pursue the issue with the team 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this (ase be resolved? 

Speaking with the senior member about his misgivings could clear up 

questions about what is or is not acceptable for the contracting officer There is always 
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the possibility that Government reimbursement for the lodging, meals, and events, funded 

by Rolls Royce was arranged prior to the trip (this is doubtful, hecause the officer, acting 

as the Business Financial Manager, should have known about such arrangements) lfthe 

contracting officer still feels uncomfortable, he can politely refuse the "freebies" and pay 

his own way 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

Discussion about how business is conducted in England, or other foreign 

countries should be held prior to the team travel. Questions about what can or cannot be 

accepted from contractors should be answered prior to official trips For this case, 

prolQC()1 for the team's role as guest and Rolls Royce's role as host should have been 

carefully planned and briefed 10 everyone involved in the program review 

Enilogue 

rhe Naval officer and one other team member separated themselves from 

the group and paid for their lodging and meals 

Additional Questions for Discussion 

1. Did the officer's decision to pay for his own way 
alle\'iate his ethical responsibility? Why or wby 
not? 

2, If the other members of the program review 
team insist on accepting Rolls Royce's gratuities, 
how far should the business finance manager 
push the issue? 

b. Case Five 

Lunch at the Chinese Food Restaurant 

Case Narrative 

A contracting officer visits a contractor's plant along with two other 

contract administrators from the Contract Administration Office (CAO). The purpose of 

the visit is to verify that the contractor had earned the progress payments Because the 

trip to the contractor's plant takes three hours each way, the representatives ITom the CAO 
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agree to a working lunch \vith the contractor to save time_ The plant representative takes 

the Government employees to a Chinese Restaurant, which is owned by one of his 

relatives At the end of the lunch, the plant representative refilses to allow the Government 

employees to pay for their lunch. When they a~k the price ofthe meals, the plant 

representative insists that the meals do not cost an'y1hing. Even after the contracting 

officer explains that they simply carumt accept the gratuity ofa free lunch, and that they 

are obligated to pay the market value of the meal, the plant representative still refuses to 

accept any money_ A bill for the LAO representatives' lunches was never delivered to the 

table 

Case Objectives 

1. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented b)' the case. 

The plant manager's offer of free lunch places the CAO representatives in a 

difficult position They have to refuse his offer because acceptance of the lunches would 

potentially influence their objectivity as they decide the amount ofthe progress payment 

The fact of the offer impairs the business relationship between the CAO and the contractor 

and could potentially influence filture decisions 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution or the ethical 
issue(s) presented b)' the case. 

The ethical en~ironment in the CAO would influence how the Government 

employees react to the plant mallager's offer of a free meal. Ifit is comnmn practice to 

accept paid lunches from contractors, then the employees will be less likely to refuse the 

plant manager's offer. 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) or this case be resolved? 

Since the ethical issue does not arise until after the meal_ the CAO 

representatives are not able to refuse the lunches. The CAO employees should determine 

the cost ofthe meals and leave that amount at the restaurant 



Discussion of the plant manager's offer should take place between the CAO 

and the contractor Although the plant manager may have been weU-intentioned, the 

necessity of protect ing the Government's impartiality needs to be understood by both 

part1es 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

Periodic training for the contractor will reinforce guidelines for ethical 

conduct Additionally, C() nsi~tent practice of ethical conduct by the CAO represemative~ 

will demonstrate the CAO's conunitment to its ethical principles 

Epilogue 

The CAO representatives called the waitress over to the table and asked 

her to witness their placing of cash on the table They each paid about ten dollars 

c. CoseSix 

Missile Memorabilia 

Case Narrative 

A newly assigned Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO), is invited 10 

take a tour of a contractor's plant to help him become familiar wi th a particular missile 

program At the end of the day-long tour, the contractor's program manager ushers the 

ACO into a small store at the plant site The store stocks primarily memorabilia items 

such as balJcaps, pens, jackets, and t-shins, all emblazoned with the company emblem and 

slogans about the prowess of the missile As the program manager walks througb the 

store, he pulh items down from the shelves, and hands them to the ACO. By the lime the 

two leave the store, the ACO has his arms full The combined value of the merchandise 

totals about $40 
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Case Objectives 

L Idcntify the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

Because the contracting officer will be directly involved in the 

administration of contracts perfonned by the missi le contractor, acceptance of the items 

may weaken his objectivity 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s)presented by the case. 

The factors present in this case are cssent ially the same as those in the 

Lunch aI/he Chinese Restaurant case. His decision on whether to accept the memorabilia 

from the missile plant representative will depend on his knowledge ohvhat is considered 

ethical for Government contracting officers, and on his willingness to conform with the 

ethical standards_ Additionally, the contracting officer's inexperience will impact his ability 

to resolve the situation A more experienced contracting officer would probably not have 

accepted the gifts 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

Refusal of the memorabilia represents the best course of action Although 

the items themselves have nominal value (the total cost of all the items is $40), the 

contracting officer should not accept them because he wi ll be administering the contract 

His duties as contract administrator will require him to monitor and evaluate the 

contractor's performance 

4. What can be done to forestall such cthical situations? 

The contracting activity needs to ensure that new contracting officers know 

and understand the ethical standards of conduct for Govemment employees and 

acquisition employees, in panicular Contractors also need periodic t raining on the ethical 

standards of conduct 

Epilogue 

When the contracting officer retumed to his office, his supervisor 

ins tructed him to return the items 



3. Customer "Urgent Requirement" Cases 

Issues presented in the "urgent requirement cases" center on the acquisition 

employee's interaction with a customer. On the one hand, the acquisition employee is 

obligated to obey the "rules" given in the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 

However, in order to meet a customer's urgent requirement, the acquisition employee may 

have to work outside of the "rules ." Dilemmas arise when the customer's definition of 

"urgent" differs from the acquisition employee's 

In Carpool Fair, the customer's urgency results from a need to meet a deadline 

imposed by another Governmental agency_ The urgency in Communication Devices is 

more pressing because the customer's need for the communications devices was 

unanticipated. Furthermore, delays in processing the request for devices will have more 

dire consequences than the Carpool Fair customer's failure to meet a deadline Despite 

the much greater degree of urgency, the contracting officer in CommunicaTion Devices is 

just as concerned (if not more so) in following the regulatory guidelines as is the 

contracting officer in Carpool Fair. 

a. Case Seven 

Carpool Fair 

Case Narrathie 

To meet the requirements of the local Air Quality Agency. the 

Conunanding Officer of a Naval Base decides to hold a fair to promote carpooling. The 

Carpool Fair represents one often options of which eight have to be completed to meet 

local Air Quality Agency requirements_ Getting a high percentage of base employees to 

attend the fai r is a primary concern so that the fair can count toward the Air Quality 

Management requirements To prevent excessive scrutiny oflhe Naval Base's 

environmental practices, the Commanding Officer wants to :emain in good standing with 

the local Air Quality Agency 
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The Security Department has responsibility for organizing the fair and 

ensuring that as mallY people as possihle attend With that goal in mind, the Security 

Department drafts the purchase request tor promotional items with carpooling slogans, 

such as balloons, pens, and coolers Tncluded in the purchase request are clock radios, and 

cassette players for door prizes Additionally, the purchase request names a specific 

vendor for supply of the items 

Havingjust received a Procurement Management Review (PMR) warning 

about promotional items, the contracting officer worries ahout the legality of using 

appropriated funds to buy promotional items In discussions with the Security Department 

officer, the contracting officer learns the Air Quality Management Agency has designated 

a specific vendor as the source of supply for carpool fairs 

Case Objectives 

1. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

The primary issue of this case is whether the Naval Base's requirement to 

comply with the Air Quality Agency's requirements outweighs the requirement to tolJow 

legal guidelines for use of appropriated funds. Designation by the agency of a pal1icular 

vendor raises the secondary issue of whether the vendor is receiving improper preferential 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s)presented by the case. 

The immediacy of the deadline for the carpool fair makes the requirement 

for the promotional items "urgent. " The ranking of the comparative importance of 

compliance with the Air Quality Agency versus compliance with the regulations governing 

appropriated funds will determine how the issue is resolved. An utilitarian analysis would 

probably hold the benefit of compliance with the Air Quality Agency as having a greater 

value (cleaner air for the local residents) than wmpliance with the regulations, the benefit 

of which would be $500 "saved" for taxpayers_ A humanitarian viev.-' might judge 

compliance with the agency as more important since cleaner air represents a ~'Teater good 
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than the $50(} If the decision maker took an absolutistic approach, he would focus on the 

"lUle~" for usc of appropriate funds 

Another factor which would influence a decision is the political aspect of 

the Commanding Officer's desire to keep the Naval Base on the "good side" of the Air 

Quality Agency. Tfthe agency perceives the Naval Base as reluctant to comply with its 

directives, it could conceivably limit the Commanding Officer's discretion in his governing 

oflhe Naval Base 

The PMR has made the issue of the legality of funding the door prius a 

prominent issue for the contracting officer. Additionally, legality of the use ofdesignatcd 

vendor will also determine how the issue is resolved. It is possible that the vendor is 

working under a contract with the Air Quality Agency, or has been given statutory 

aUlhority to provide supplies 10 all Governmental agencies sponsoring carpool fairs If not, 

then the contracting officer may decide 10 use another contractor 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

Rescheduling of the fair would allow time to research the legality of using 

the designated vendor and other alternatives for obtaining the door prizes An extension 

of the deadline to meet Air Quality compliance could allow for performance of another of 

the options. If an extension will not be granted, or if none of the other options can be 

performed, perhaps the door priles could be obtained by other means such as from the 

Morale, Welfare, and Recreation (MWR) office or from private donations 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

Earlier identiflcation of a requirement, especially for a known deadline, 

would allow time to research issues such as the legality of the designated vendor and the 

funding source for the requi rement. The Security Department should have planned the fair 

earlier, and involved the contracting office in the planning, Educating the customer on the 

legal usc of appropriated and non-appropriated funds should alert the customer to 

carefully scrt:en its requirements 
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Epilogue 

Because the contract was only for $500, and the items were needed 

immediately, the contracting officer approved the contract 

Additional Questions for Discussion 

1. What ethical principles are represented by the 
contracting officer's decision? 

2. If the PMR had not addressed the use of 
appropriated fUllds, how would the contrading 
officer have viewed the issue? 

b. Case Eight 

Communication Devices 

Case SYnopsis 

A new contracting otticer, with less than six months of experience, receives 

an urgent requirement for communication devices needed by a combat unit deployed 

overseas Only one contractor can meet the specifications and supply the communication 

devicc~ . Realizing that the Govemment cannot obtain the COIlliTIunication devices from 

any other supplier, the contractor pads his price considerably. The contractor's proposal 

includes what the contracting officer thinks is an exorbitant amount of profit. He consults 

with several or his more experienced colleagues in the contracting office and they confirm 

that the profit does represent an "outrageous" amount of profit 

The contractor refuses to provide cost or pricing data in support of its 

proposal In addition, the contractor objects to several clauses required by the Federal 

Acquisition Regulation (FAR), including the mandatory audit clause which grants the 

Government the right to "examine and audit - books, records, documents, and 

accounting procedures (FAR para. 52.215-2)," to evaluate a contractor's costs 

During the contracting officer's preparation of the contract for award, a 

senior representative ofthe customer - an Army Colonel - calls daily, demanding that the 

contracting officer make the award immediately Because the communication devices are 
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needed in support of an "unexpected" operation overseas, the Director of Contracting 

dismisses the contracting officer's concerns about the contractor's price and insists that the 

contracting officer sign the contract immediately. Long after the contract award, the 

contracting officer's misgivings about the fairness and reasonableness of the contractor's 

price still cause him to question the rightness oflhe decision 

Ca~e Objectives 

1. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

Two significant issues emerge from this case. The first is the contractor's 

"price gouging" to take advantage of a crisis situation_ The second issue centers on the 

balance between the contracting officer's responsibility to determine that a price is "fair 

and reasonable" and the urgent need for the communication devices 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of 
t he ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

The urgency of need for the communication devices, which have to be sent 

overseas immediately, represent, the most significant factor. Aggravating the situation is 

the supplier's status as a sole source, which has motivated the contractor to raise the price 

for the communication devices 

Another factor is the contracting officer's concern about the contra,,'tor's 

price which seems to override his sense ofthe customer's urgency, despite the pressure 

from a senior official from outside of the command 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

There is not any alternative for purchasing the communication devices 

The requirement will not change, nor will another source of supply appear in time to 

support the customer 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

More personal involvement by the Director of Contracting would have 

mitigated the contracting officer's concerns about the contractor's price Additionally, 

since this was probably not the first time, or the last time, a contractor took advantage 
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(rightly or wrongly) of a crisis situation, discussions of such scenarios would have better 

prepared the m:w contracting officer 

As a result of the hostile negotiations and what the contracting officer 

perceives was a lack of collunand SUppOl1, the contracting officer still feels uneasy about 

the situation and avoids the contractor 

Additional Questions for Discussion 

1. Assuming that the customer has agreed to pay 
the inflated price for the communication devices, 
should the contracting offic.er have considered 
the customer's wiUingncss to pay in his decision 
or whether to award the contract? ,",'hy or why 
not? 

2. What ethical view is revealed by the contracting 
officer's focus on the contractor's statutory" 
rrsponsibilities rather than on the customer's 
dire need ror the c.ommunication devices? 

3. What can be done to alleviate the contracting 
offic.er's continuing distress over the contract 
award? 

4 Rusiness Relationships with Contractors Cases 

As a !.:ustomer, the Govemnlenl's poli!.:y ohjectives makes its role as a bllyer one 

that goes beyond that of just obtaining goods and services (Sherman, 1991). Policy 

objectives, often dominate the pro(.;urement process and can be '\;onilicting and peripheral 

to the acquisition of services or material (Sherman, 1991, p.38) " 

Slashed Pricesl Going out of Business is actllally a verbatim monologue from a 

contracting professional who has been in the business of Government a(.:(juisition for over 

fifteen years His remarks rrovide a personal perspective that would be lost in a third

person narrative format The narrator describes the Government acquisition system habit 

of renegotiating lower prices for contract options as having rotentially fatal long-term 

consequences for the Defense industry and taxpayers 
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Progress Payments describes two incidents where a contracting officer's decision 

to approve or disapprove a company's progress payment affected its ability to survive 

Gentlemen's AgreemclIf recounts an unofficial business under~tanding between the 

Government and two contractors which is later rejected by one of the contractors 

3. Ca.~e Nine 

Slashed Prices! Going out of Business 

One situation observed by a contracting officer as raising ethical issues is 

the habit of renegotiating prices for contract options "You enter into a contract with a 

contractor and you negotiate a contra(.,'t with option years, and agree to terms and pricing 

for option years; you're going to purchase a minimum quantity now, and you have the 

right to exercise that option next fiscal year. You don't have to do that, but everything is 

in place for you to do that. So, a lot of times., . we come up to the option year point and 

we say, 'We're n01 going to exercise the option unless you lower the price, ' Now we've 

done this to contractors, and a they' ll lower their price if they realize it's a competitive 

situation Or, 'We're going to take our business someplace else' :;\:ow, what have we 

done by that? Whcn we've set up the contract and negotiate thc base plus the option 

years, we've put in a great dcal of effort into structuring the thing, where we've said this is 

the right price for the system we're buying, and the contractor has put in lot.. . When 

they've established that price and those option years' prices, they're thinking about their 

facilities investments, they're thinking about labor pool They know they don't have a 

guarantee they're going to get those options exercised, but they have to make some 

economic decisions and some long term views of things, Now we come along and say, 

That price isn't low enough for us.' There's nothing illegal about what we're doing, but is 

that unethical? Is that really an ethical way to do business? Are we just fueling the fires of 

this adversarial relationship with the contractor? T want to do the best for the taxpayer 

and get them the best price But in the end gan}c, when there's nobody around to buy 
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anything from anymore, have I done anything ul timately to help the defense of the 

country or help serve the interest of the taxpayer? The immediate requirement may he to 

get the lowest price I possibly can. The long term may be by doing this kind of stuff, 

what am I doing to companies out there that arc playing in the Defense game and trying to 

make a decision about whether to go in or go out, 'Should I, [the contractor], be here?' 

Should 1, [the Government], invest all this time and effort in energy to negotiate a base 

plus option when they [Defense contractors] are looking at some SOrt oflong term 

commitment multi-year COntract? It's no! easy to do that; we don't have that kind of 

budgetary commitment The best thing 10 hope for is a base plus option years, - and then 

we say we're not going to exercise that option" 

CaseOhjectives 

I. Identify the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

The implied question posed by the narrator is, "How should the need to 

protect taxpayer interest by obtaining the best price possible, be balanced against the need 

to protect the Defense industry from obliteration?" Ostensibly the demands for lower 

prices are made Lo protect taxpayer's interests. However, the demands drive contractors 

out of the Defense business and the taxpayer is left with some Defense industries with no 

one to provide the goods, and other Defense industries with reduced competition and a 

likelihood of increased future prices due to the reduced competition 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s)presented by the case. 

Options for contracts are not guaranteed to the contractor who wins the 

initial contract award. However, when making a proposal for the contract, a contractor 

takes those option years into consideration. Investments are made for facilities, labor, and 

equipment with the expectation that they will be offset by the business avai lable in the 

contract and its options. \\then a contracting officer demands a lower price, the 

contractor's economic decisions are nullified 
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3. How call the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

The narrator suggests that use of multi-year contracts which provide long 

term commitment for the contractor would encourage contractors to stay in the Defense 

industry_ Current legislation is moving emphasis away from price and toward past 

performance as a determining factor for source selection for contracts 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

The recognition of this macro-level ethical dilemma reflects the narrators 

broad perspective of the acquisition system A broader view by members of the 

acquisition workforce of the consequences of undue price s la.~hing may prevent the 

tendency of "bringing the contractor 10 his knees _" Additionally, taxpayer interests have 

to be defined beyond just "getting the lowest price possible" 

Equally important in defining the rightness of business decisions is 

addressing the Government's social responsibi lity to the Defense Industry which employs a 

large portion of the nation's workforce The Department of Defense generates the most 

conuact actions for the Federal Government which is "the nation's largest single buyer of 

commercial and modified commercial products (Sherman, 1991, p.36) " 

b. Case Ten 

Progress Payments 

Case Narrative 

As an interpreter of cost and pricing policy, the Defense Contract Audit 

Agency (DCAA) revi.ews contractors' accounting systems and records. Although the role 

of the DCAA is that of advisor, it's recommendations can hold significant weight in a 

contracting officer's decision 

Computer Company. Based on an adverse DCA.A. report , an 

Administration Contracting Officer (ACO) denies a computer company's progress 

payment request for $250 thousand_ The company's president calls the ACO, asking him 

to reconsider the payment request If the company does not receive the progress payment, 
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it will not bl: able to makt: thl: ncxt payroll The ACO refuses to approve thc progress 

payment until the problems identified in the DCA.'\. repon have been corrected 

The problems require primarily administrative corrections to the payment 

request papen,\'ork rather instead of major changes to the contractor's accounting system 

as the ACO had assumed, based on DCA.A.'s reconunendation. Once the company 

resubmits their progress payment request, the ACO expedites the payment 

Trainer Manufacturer, An SDB (Small, Disadvantaged Business) fir m 

that makes trainl:rs for thl: Navy, rcccives an advcrse cvaluation from DCA.-\, which find~ 

that the finn lacks supponing information lor ~ome of the expenses it is elaiming on t he 

progress payment request. Thc ACO knows the company "is living by a string," and 

decide~ to approve the payment for $50 thousand despite the DC.t\A's recommendation 

Six months later, the firm files bankruptcy. The ACO had hoped that if hI: "could gd 

them past the rough spots they might hang on, get the contract underway, and get the 

contract donI:, H 

Case Objectives 

1. Identify Ihe ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

The issue presented in this casl: is thl: ACO's wcighing of the regulatory 

guidelines for progress payments with his humanitarian perspective in making busincss 

decisions 

2. Identify factor.; which could impact resolution of the ethical 
issue(s)presented by the case. 

A major factor which could influence how the contracting officer makes his 

dc(;isions on progress payments centers on how he regards the DCAA If he views that 

agency as having the ultimate authority in deciding whether a progress payment request is 

valid, he will be more apt to base his decisions solely on DCAA's recommendations. If 

however, he vil:ws Ihl: agency's rolt: as more advisory he will make his decisions based on 

other factors 
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Th~ ACO's personal ethical values will also determine how he decides 

which progress payment requests to approve. Ifhe values humanitarian considerations 

over legal requirements he will be more likely to risk erring on the side of the contractor 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

There is no one solution to the dilemmas presented in this case. Some 

decisions will require "guesses" about whether a particular progress payment is valid 

However, by looking at all available infonnation, in addition to recommendations by 

nCAA, a contracting officer will be able to make good decisions 

4. What can be done to forestall such ethical situations? 

The i~sue presented in this case is not a preventable "problem" Rather, it 

calls attention to questions that arise in the nonnal conduct of business by acquisition 

employees 

Epilogue 

rhe computer company corrected the di:o.crepancies described in the DCAA 

report and suffered only a short term inconvenience_ In the second case, the trainer 

manufacturer went bankrupt six months after receiving the payment for SSO thousand 

c. Case Elew!n 

Gentlemen's Agreement 

Case Narrath't' 

A contracting activity conducted a competition for a major system between 

two Companies, A and B. Company B won the contract which included three option 

years. The three parties in the competition - the Government contracting office, Company 

A, and Company B- all understood the competition to be an "all or nothing competition," 

with the winner providing all of the requirements identified in the Request for Proposal 

(RFP). The Justification and Approval for "other than full and open competition" stated 

an expectation that in the future, the system would be supponed by a sole source supplier, 

presumabJy the winner of the contract However, the connacting activity did not 
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guarantee in writing that whichever company won the contract would be the sole -"curee 

SUppJil:f for the major system 

During the competiiion, each ofthc companies indicated that i[i! lost the 

competition, it would "he out of it completely," or, in other words, not pursue husiness fo] 

the major system. After the initial contract award to Company B, it I:xpcctcd that it would 

receive the contracts for the option years, because it would be the sole source supplier 

Sometime after the initial contract award for the major sy.~tem, Company A was acquired 

by another Defense Contractor, Company C 

The first option has come up, and the contracting acii .. iiy wants to award it to 

Company B as the sole source contractor. However, Company C has protested, 

contending that it has the capability to perform the contract, due to their in-house 

expertise provided by the fonner Company A. Company B insists that they have been 

promised sole source status. Company B has made significant capital investments in 

anticipation of performing the entire contract, including the three option years 

The contracting officer believes that the contract award for the first option year 

rightly belong~ to Company B, hased on the "gentlemen'S agreement" made earlier 

hehveen the Government and the original participants in the initial competition However, 

the provisions of the Competition In Contracting Act (CICA), mandate "filll and open 

competition,' and Company C does have capability for fiilfilling requirements under the 

contract 

Case Objectives 

1. IdentifY the ethical issue(s) presented by the case. 

The primary issue is the value of the promise made to the incumbent 

contractor balanced against the necessity to promoie competition in the marketplace The 

"gentlemen's agreement" wa.~ illegal from its inccpiion because it violates antitrust laws 

which attempt to ensure that markets operate competitively (fAR Pan 3 303). Specific 

practices considered to be anticompetitive include "collusive bidding, follow-the-leader 
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pricing, rotated low bids, collusive price estimating systems, and sharing oflhe business 

(FAR Part 3.301)" In this case, the "gentlemen's agreement" represents an example of a 

"sharing of the business." However, the ethical dilemma is heightened because a 

ttgentlemen's agrtlement" was part of the negotiations and Company B has made 

significant capital investment decisions based on "the understanding." To totally negate 

the terms of the agreement willlike!y have significant negative impact on Company B 

2. Identify factors which could impact resolution of tile ethical 
issue(s) presented by the case. 

How Company C views its obligation to recognize the "gentlemen's 

agreement" entered into by its division, the former Company A., will be a significant factor 

in the resolution of the ethical issue_ Despite the illegality, the ethical responsibility to 

honor a promise would have been more straightforward, if Company A had remained a 

separate entity_ Whether that responsibility extends to Company C, as the owner of 

Company A, is less clear since Company C was not a party to the original agreement 

Lack of .... Tiuen documentation supporting the "understanding" between the participants 

in the original contract competition as well as the illegality of the "understanding" would 

strengthen Company C's case to protest the sole source award of the conlract option 

Other factors which will affect resolution of the issue is the acquisition 

system's preference for competition, and the decreasing Defense budget which limits the 

amount of contract awards, and makes each contract opportunity more significant to 

Defense contractors 

3. How can the ethical issue(s) of this case be resolved? 

One means of resolving the issue in this case would have been to convince 

the protesting contractor, Company C, that it was ethically, although not legally, bound 

by the "gentlemen's agreemellt" ofthe original contract competition_ Another resolution 

would have been an offer of future business for the protesting company However, since 

future business cannot be predicted or legally guaranteed, this second ortion is not 

realistic Having the case decided in the courts is probably the only course of action 
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4. Row could the problem have bun prevented? 

Presumably, the agreement was made out of a desire to reap the benefits of 

a long-tcnn commitment wilh the manufacturer ofthe major system. This could have 

been legally accomplished through a multi-year wntract instead of a contract with multiple 

options 

Epilogue 

This case is currently being decided in the courts It is expected that the 

protesting contractor will win, because it docs have the capability to perform the contract 

options 

O. SUMMARY 

This chapter has presented eleven case scenarios with discussion questions for use 

in ethicailraining for acquisition employees. This chapter combined with Chapter II, 

Background, and Chapter III, Literature Review, forms an ethical training module 

Chapter VII presents condusions and recommendations drawn from the resear(;h and 

analysis ofthe collected narratives as discussed in Chapter V, Data Presentation and 

Analysis 
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V11. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA nONS 

rhc objectives oftllis research were, to identifY common ethical dilemmas 

confronted by DOD acquisition employees and. to diswver how DOD acquisition 

employees resolved the ethical dilemmas_ Data were used to construct case scenarios with 

teaching notes and discussion questions_ A review of the literature revealed potential 

SOUfces of ethical dilemmas and the factors which form the basis for decisions made to 

resolve the dilemmas, The collection of narratives from interviews with DOD acquisition 

employees identified some actual sources of dilemmas and the int1uences on how those 

dilemmas may be resolved, Based on the analysis of the narratives, as presented in 

Chapter V, Data Presentation and Analysis, the follo\.\1ng conclusions and 

recommendations are drawn in response to the research questions posed in Chapter I, 

Introduction 

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

I. Primary 

" 'hat are common ethical dilemmas faced by DOD acquisition employees 
and how might these ethical dilemmas be resolved? 

The respondents in this study tended to define ethical dilemmas as those si tuations 

where they faced a challenge to mandates set fonh by the Federal Acquisition Regulation 

(FAR) and the Procurement Tntegrity Act. They viewed such dilemmas as compliance 

versus noncompliance \.\~th the FAR or PIA Organizational dynamics in terms of a 

decision maker's position in the organizational hierarchy affected how the decision maker 

defined an ethical dilemma, In general, those at the top of the hierarchy focused on policy 

issues while those at the lower levels discussed ethical dilemmas in terms of specific 

provisions of the FAR or the PIA, In addition, organizational dynamics can contribute to 

ethical dilemmas where a ~nior person is making a request that the acquisition employee 
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feels may violate explicit guidance or ~ procedures_ Individual characteristics such 

as personal perception of "fairness" represented another factor that determined how a 

decision maker defined an ethical dilemma 

Ethical dilemmas described in the narratives collected in this study are not 

necessarily those that can be prevented or avoided. Rather, the ethical dilemmas result 

from conflicts of values which are inherent in the DOD acquisition system. These conflicts 

stem not only from the acquisition system's role as liaison between customer and supplier, 

but also from policy objectives that can override goals of efficiency, Examples oflhesc 

conflicts include, (I) the necessity of minimizing costs 10 taxpayers versus the necessity of 

maintaining a viable Defense industry for future procurement requirements, (2) cost 

minimization against the customer's ne~d for high quality services and materials, (3) the 

providing of opportunities and the developmcnt of capabilitics in small, minority-owned 

husinesses versus fair market competition, and (4) the customer's perception of urgency 

versus the contracting officer's perception 

a. Ethical dilemmas wifh Customers 

Cu.~tomers versus Federal Acquj.~ition Regulation (FAR) 

In the sample of narratives collected in this study, most of the ethical 

dilemmas faced by DOD acquisition employees came out of their role as a liaison between 

their customers and contractors. A majority of the dilemmas emerged from conflicts 

between how customers wanted their purchase requests processed and what the FAR 

permits a contracting officer to do_ The prevailing concern of customers was the amount 

of time the acquisition system took to meet regulatory requirements for synopsis and 

advmisement of solicitations in the Commerce Business Daily (CBD) and the mandated 

period for receipt of offers and proposals. The dilemma in such situations resulted from a 

contracting officer's discretion in determining whether a cu~tomer's purchase request 

warranted expedited processing as an "urgent" requirement While most decisions were 

made in accordance with the FAR, how an individual resolved such issues dcpcndeJ on 
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the amount of time available to make a decision, the urgency of thl! customer's 

requirement and the individual'~ own ethical evaluation, the amount of authority and 

influence a customer had over the contracting office, and the dollar value of the contract 

Tmproper Influence of Contractors (h'er Customers 

Another common dilemma faced by DOD acquisition employees with their 

customers resulted from improper influence of contractors over customers. Specifically, as 

described by the respondents, improper influence would take the form of a contractor's 

providing information for a purchase request that would ddine a requirement in a way that 

it could only be met by that same contractor. Another example of improper influence given 

in a narrative described a situation where contractors provided cost estimates to engineers 

who were supposed to develop the cost estimates independently. When a contract ing 

officer observed questionable interaction between a customer and a contractor, be or ~he 

could either ignore the interaction and the coinciding appearance ofa conflict of interest 

or attempt to remedy the situation In the examples collected in this study, the contracting 

officers intervened and tried to mitigate the contractor' ~ influence 

b. Ethical Dilemmas with Contractors 

Dilemmas 'with contractors came oUi of conflicts with values embodied in 

the implicit Govenunent code of ethics_ The fi rst value, which holds public trust to be of 

primary importance, governs an acquisition employee's role as protector of taxpayer 's 

interests_ The second and thi rd values, separation of private and public interests, and the 

avoidance of even the appearance of "''Tong doing govern an acqui~ition employee's 

personal interaction wi th contractors 

Conflict of Interest 

Interviewees described dilemmas with conflicts of inter est that surfaced not 

as a result of actual conflicts where, for example. a contracting officer owned stock in a 

particular contractor's finn Instead, dilemmas resulted from the potential appearance ofa 

conflict of interest ; fo r example, one dilemma concerned long standing friendships with 
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retired military coHeab'lleS who currently work with Defense contractors_ To prevent 

routine contacts with their friends from being interpreted ru; overly familiar business 

relationships with contractors, respondents would consult with legal counselors before 

meeting with any members of private industry 

Grutuities 

Gratuities represented a major concem for respondents of this study, The 

respondents understood the general prohibition against the acceptance of gratuities 

Although the values of separation of public and private interests, and the need to avoid 

even the appearance of wrongdoing, were not explicitly stated by interviewees as reasons 

for not accepting g ratuities, the values were indirectly referred to by interviewees 

However, there was confusion about what the laws and regulations did allow acquisition 

employees to accept. Dilemmas arose when gratuities were viewed as a normal business 

practice for commercial companies and a contracting officer fclt that acceptance of a 

gratuity would not cause a loss of his or her objectivity_ In general, the respondents of 

this study felt that rejection of the gratuities was the best course of action 

Fair Rusines.~ Practices l'et"5us Taxpayers' Inure.sf 

The acquisition employees interviewed in this study confronted ethical 

dilemmas when the desire to conduct business fairly with contractors conflicted with their 

role as protector of taxpayers' interests. One example of such a conflict emerged from 

pricing issues where the protection of taxpayer interest was interpreted to mean obtaining 

the lowest price possible for a contract while the consequence of providing the lowest 

price for a contractor was eventual bankruptcy, Decisions on whether to approve 

progress payments to contractors represented another dilemma resulting from a conflict 

between protection of taxpayers' interests and the desire to foster a fair business 

relationship. For progress payments, taxpayer interests were defined by DCAA 
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recommendations. In an example presented in a narrative, the contracting officer strived to 

balance DCt\A's recommendations with a contractor's need for a stable cash flow based 

on his own assessment of the contractor's ability to ultimately perfonn a contract 

2. Subsidiary 

a. What are some of the decision making processes used by 
acquisition employees to resolve ethical dilemmas? 

Many of the dilemmas described in the narratives collected in this study 

occurred in situations where time constraints prevented in-depth analysis of the problem 

and identification of alternative solutions_ However, even when an acquisition employee 

had time to ponder an ethical dilemma, seldom would he or she resolve the dilenuna 

through an utilitarian weighing of options Decision making by the respondents of this 

study tended take a fonnalistic approach They defined their dilemmas in terms of the 

rules given by the FAR or the Procurement Integrity Act (PIA). Using Gonner's 

classification oHive influences - (I) the law and implementing rules and regulations, 

(2) organizational dynamics, (3) individual characteristics, (4) profcssions and their codes 

of ethics, and, (5) philosophical or cultural values (Gonner, 1991) - the data collected in 

this study show the law as overwhelmingly the single most imponant influence on 

acquisition employees' decision making process 

However, when there was a gray area in the rules or when there arc seemingly 

legitimate competing interest~ , an individual's personal code of cthics or their professional 

code of ethics came more into play_ At that point there is more evidence away from 

formalist ethics and toward ut ilitarian or humanitarian ba~ed ethical determinations 

b. What can be learned from literature on managerial ethics that can 
pro,'id~ hoth theoretical understanding and actual recommendations for managing 
ethical dilemmas in the DOD acquisition process? 

Coates' Definition of Codes of Ethics and Codes of Conduct 

Coates' distinction between codes of ethics and codes of conduct allows 

one to separate the reason for ethical behavior (codes of ethics) from directives for the 
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practice of ethical behavior (codes of conduct), This separation permits decision makers 

to analyze ethical dilcnunas in terms of ethical values and not just in terms of rules, 

particularly for situations not covered by the rules For DOD acquisition employees, 

identification of the implied Government Code of ethics - (I) the necessity of gaining and 

keeping public trust, (2) separation of private and public interests, and (3) the importance 

of avoiding even the appearance of " ... rongdoing. would give meaning beyond being just 

lists of "thou shall nots" to codes of conduct, as embodied by the FAR and the Pl A 

Gortner's Study of Federal Public Managers 

[n his study, Gertner identified five influences on ethical decision making 

As listed above, and discussed in Chapter V, Data Presentation and Analysis, the five 

influences provide a useful framework for understanding ethical decision making by 

acguisition cmployees 

MoJel~ for J)ecision Making 

The literature also provides numerous models for ethical decision making 

which can be used to facilitate decision making_ As a representative model, the 

Josephson Institute's "five steps to principled reasoning" (Josephson, 1993) offers a 

methodical approach for resolving ethical dilemmas 

1. Clarify : Determine precisely what must be 
decided_ Formulate and devise the full range of 
alternatives 

2. E\'aiuate If any of the options require the 
sacrifice of any ethical principle. evaluate the 
facts and assumptions carefuUy 

3. Decide : After evaluating the information 
available, make a judgment about what is or not 
true, and about what consequences are most 
likely to occur 

4. huplement: Once a decision is made on what to 
do, develop a plan of how to implement the 
decision in a way that maximizes the benefits and 
minimizes the cOSts and risks 
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5. Monitor and Modify· An ethical decision maker 
should monitor the effects of de(;isions and be prepared 
and ...... illing to revise a plan, or take a different course of 
action, based on new information 

C. "'hat enhancements to existing ethical training fmmell-orks can be 
recolllmended based on both literature ami specific ethical dilemmas identified in 
this research? 

The value of ethics training is evidenced by the many dilemmas where 

formalist or rule-based guidance were not the only faclors influencing acquisition 

professionals'decisions. By openly addressing competing interests, alternative ethical 

determinations and methods for examing ethical di lemmas in contracting, the influence of 

codes of ethics can be better understood 

The use of actual case studies in ethical training will link codes of ethics to 

codes of conduct and identify issues that need to be emphasized Collection of similar 

case studies should be an ongoing activity to ensure that the issues being discussed an: 

current and relevant to the acquisition workplace Additionally, the discovery of new 

issues through the case studies could identify changes that need to be made to acquisition 

regulations 

The data collected in this study show that a primary source of ethical 

dilemmas for interviewees came out of their interaction with customers Current ethical 

training focuses on the buyer and seller ro les between the acquisition system and 

contractors Ethical training needs also to address the relationship between acquisition 

employees and customers, criteria for value determination of customer requirements, and 

competing interests between the public's fiscal interests and the need to prO\ide adequate 

services and products to the customer. Furthermore, customers and contractors should be 

included as recipients of acquisition ethical training To that end, contracting activities 

should communicate regularly with their customers and contractors on acquisition ethical 

issues and regulations governing the Government acquisition system This would help to 
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address dilemmas which arise from customers' and contractors' misunderstandings ahout 

what can or cannot be done when processing contracts through the Government 

acquisition system 

d. What is the perceived adequacy of the Joint Ethics Regulation 
(JER) as a guideline for resolution of ethical dilemmas faced by DOD acquisition 
employees? 

The respondents in this study viewed the JER as an adequate [cference fOl 

codes of conduct. However, the interviewees' reliance on legal counselors for resolution 

of ethical dilemmas suggests that the JER is not used as a practical guidebook that is 

regularly referenced 

C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

1. Ethical Case Study of a Major System Acquisition 

Select a single major system acquisition case and analyze the decision making 

process at clitical points in its acquisition process. Using Gortner's five influences, 

examine the factors impacting decisions. 

2. Examination of Contractor Ethical Decision Making 

Select a single Government acquisition case and analyze the contractor's ethical 

decision making at critical points in the acquisition process 

3. Code of Ethics for the Government Acquisition Workforce 

Identify ethical values pertinent to acquisition employees and compile them in a 

code of ethics which can be referenced by Government Acquisition employees 

4. Acquisition Ethical Guidelines for Customers and Contractors 

Develop a training plan which can be usoo to educate customers and contractors 

on acquisition ethical issues 

5. Identification of Potential Competing Interests 

Conduct research to specifically outline competing interests where dilemmas are 

most likely to arise because the decision either falls outside the regulatory guidelines or 

where there are conflicting expectations 
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